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Grade Loan Rate Schedules
For Tobacco Are Announced
Proposed schedules of grade loan
rates for 1976-crop burley tobacco and
for fire-cured and dark air-cured
tobacco were announced today by the .••
U.S. Depar_tmeni of Agriculture.
The proposedrkean rates range from
1.75 to $1.20 per pound-end teflect an
average support of 109.3 cents per
pound-13.2 cents per pound above the
1975 level for burley.
As in the past, no loans will be
available on any tobacco graded NO-G
No _grade 1, U ( Unsound), W ( Doubtful
Keeping Order) or Scrap. Marketings
of these grader, bOwever, will be
charged against the quotas for the
farms upon which they were produced.
The cooperative associations through
which advances are made available
will be authorized to deduct one cent








Fire-Cured and 65.9 cents pound for
Dark Air-Cured tobacco. levels
of support are about 13.6 per cent ere
than the 1975 crop levels. .
The proposed rates vary as to tobacco
quality and range from 46 to 107 cents
per pound for Kentucky-Tennessee
Fire-Cured types 22-73, and from 45(0
95 cents per pound for Dark Air-Cured
types 35-36. The proposed rates exceed
the 1975 crop rates by 6 to 13 cents per
pound for Types 72-23 and from 5 to 12
cents per pound for Types 35-36.
Comments regarding the proposed
rates will be considered if submitted in
writing by Oct. 23 to the Director,
Tobacco and Peanut Division,
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, 11, S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C. 20250. The comments
'ill be available for public inspection in








Murray High Band To Participate
In 'Contest Of Champions' Saturday
The Murray High School Marching
Band will be one of 32 championship
bands appearing in the "Contest of
Champions" Saturday at Murfrees-
boro, Tenn.
The .contest- is the most prestigious
marching band festival in the
Southeast, according to MHS Band
Director Joe Sills; Bands from all over
the eastern half of the nation have
ism ,
GETTING READY—Members of the Murray High School Marching Ban
d
are getting ready this week for their trip to the "ConteSt of C
hampions,"
Saturday at Murfreesboro, Tenn. The .i.snd will not wear uni
forms at the
Murray. High football game Friday night, in order to keep the 
uniforms in
top shape for a rigid inspection that will occur Saturday.
Staff Photo by David MI
IPAVidt.K4Ai',:341r ,
Part icipated in the-contest -
Bands from Kentucky, Tennessee,
North Carolina, and Georgia will
compete in two divisions of large and
small bands this year. Preliminary
competition will begin at 11 a. m.
First and second place awards will be
presented io the top bands in each
class. Superior rating awards will be
given to those bands judged to be of
superior quality:
The top eight bands Overall,
regardless of class, will appear in the
finals begirming - at seven p. m.
Saturday.
Places are determined by a
coniposite. of scores on inspection and
performance.
The inspection is unique to this event,
in that it is counted in the total score. In
most contests, inspections ace separate
from the performance score. Each item
of equipment, each uniform and each
individual may undergo a rigid
military-type inspection by the
designated judge: - Also, facing
movements will be judged during the
inspection. Last year, Murray scored a
9.7 out of &possible 10 on inspection.
. The performances are scored on the
"Olympic" system. There are five
judges; each may award as many as 30
points for musical accuracy, marching,
performance of extras, show design,
and general effect. The highest and
lowest scores are dropped, and --the
other three are totaled along with the
, inspection score for final placement
The preliminary scores and the score
of the topvight bands in the finals will
be totaled to determine the winners.
The top scoring Tennessee band will be
awarded the "Governor's Cup,"
symbolic of the off icialTennessee State
•Champion. McGavock High School of












og_from inside  the
ome o Robert Hornsby,
813 Olive, w h was heavily
damaged by fire esday af-
ternoon. Firemen • the
two-story frame ho e
sustained damage to the
rear section of the structure,
from a fire of unknown
origin. Seventeen men and
five trucks responded to the
call, and firemen were on
the scene for about
hours. The fire was ex-
tinguished with the booster.
(Additional photo on page
Staii Photo bv David Hill
4 Sections - 32 Pages
County School
Board To Meet
Calloway County School Board
will meet in regular session Thursday
at 7:30 p. m., according to Supt. Jack
Rose.
included on the agenda will be
'approyal opayrnesit architects_Ros
and Castleberry; approval Of parlient
te Crouch Construction Co., approval of
a contract ?rah. Florence and
Putcheson, Inc., approval Of audits of
several activity funds, personnel
recommendations, a preventive
maintenance contract for heating and
cooling systems, homellound-hospital
teacher discussion, and fhe
superintendent's report.
All In Readiness For Rotary Club Auction
By M. C. GARROTT . '
• All is in readiness for the Murray.
Rotary Clubs International Bazaar and
Auction tomorrow night at the Murray
High School gymnasium.
More than 480 items from Rotary
.clubs all over the world will be sold or
auctioned off to the highest bidder
during the evening. Of these, ap-
proximately 370 will be tagged for quick
sale, while the remaining 110 will be
_sold at auction.
Thelpgiaium will be opened at 6 p.
-
m, and the auction is scheduled to start
at 7 p. m. Auctioneer Douglas
Shoemakei, Hazel, will be handling the
biddineaod has donated his se-vices
for the evening. Items tagged for sale
may be purchased during the hour-long
period before the bidding starts.
Everyone entering the gymnasium
will be registered and assigned a
number to display when bidding. No
one will be admitted to the auction
without going through this process, club
officials have emphasized.
Co-chairmen Allen Moffitt and Chuck
Wynn have announced the club's
committee assignments for the event
At the door a& the official welcoming
committee and charged with
the --responsibility- of seeing that
everyone entering the - gym is
registered will be Ronald Churchill,
Bob Etherton, Harry Sparks, C. W.
Curris and Nat Ryan Hughes.
Club President Ray Mofield will be
the official greeter for patrons,' while,
those in charge of the items to be
FOR 'CHRIST.MAS? Chuck 
Wynn, co-chairman of the Murray Rotary Club's first International Bazaar and Auction.
shows his wife, Renee, the I. 
Marttani hunting knife from Finland with the hopes that she will buy it at the auction
Thursday night-in the Murray High Schootgy
nmasium and give It to him as a Christmas present. Handcarved,ind
s‘alued 'at 511, it was sent to 
the Murray dub for the auction by the Rotary dub in Aanekoski, Firilittd. Gifts froM 73
countries around the world have been received and 
will be -sold with the proceeds going toward the financing of
the club's community 
service projects.
will be Henry Warren, Macon
Blankenship, Nix ' Crawford, Day
Roos, David Dickson, Tom
Hugh Oakley, Owen Billingt , Hamp
Erwin, Max Hurt, Guy gton and
R. L. Ward.
,Also, Charlie,lrondurant, Bill Kop-
perud, Richard Farrell,- Ted Billington
and Pete ,Waldrop.
A.5,,isting Auctioneer Shoemaker will
.W. A. Franklin, Mancil Vinson,
Tommy D. Taylor and Sid Easley. Ed
Chrisman will describe each item to be
auctioned:
Spotting bidders will be Joe Dick, Ted
Vaughn, ' Stuart Poston, Ben Hum-
phreys, Vernon Gantt and John Farrell.
Helping with collections after the items
are bid in will be Prentice Lassiter, Jim
Garrison, Lloyd Jacks - and Tom
Hogancamp.
A. W. Simmons and Holmes Ellis will
total the merchandise purchased and
give the total to the cashiers, Jerry Key
' and Ray Brownfield.
-On duty at the rear doors to Pnevent
anyone from entering ' without
registering will be H. T. Waldrop,
Fleetwood Crouch, Howard Titsworth,
Cantle Hendon and Gingles Wallis.
Refreshinents have been donated by
the Murray Theaters and working with
them will be Jim Wilson, Jim Byrn,
Dick Cunningham;Glen Wooden, Gene
Sehanbacher, Walt Apperson, Johnnie
Prichard, Gene Tarry, Bob Howard,
Dewey Stubblefield, Bill Barker, Roy
Kirk and Audree Thomas.
In charge of setting up for the auction
and for cleaning up afterwards will be
Darold Keller, Howard Keller, George
Oakley; Jim Carlin, Harold Hui-1, Loal
Cole, Ed Shinners, Don Jona, Don
Henry, Roy Cain and Verrion•Shown.
Proceeds realized from the auction,
- the first of its type ever promoted by
the Murray,..clutr, will be used to help
finance the club's local, coounimiey
service projects. More than 75 coun-
tries are repreSe9ted among the items
to be sold. -
Park Board Considers
a
Several Items At Meeting
• The Murray-Calloway County Park
Board continued with several items of
organizational business last night in its
second meeting since being formed by
the Murray City Council and Calloway
Cotuny Fiscal Court.
Bills were paid, and copies of the
park's operating • fund report' were
distributed by Treasurer E. 'L. Howe,
Jr. The report ,brought the board
members up ,to date on what has been
done at the park in the last nine morn
in regard to financial matters.
A discussion was held conçaviiing the
future construction needfrhd problem
areas at the park.: /but ho act ion*Wat
takea.
It was re that a $10,000 bond for
. the 'reaper& has been purchased  and_
'estanding orrignit tee appointments wer
made. , ornolittees will inc o-ift
perravinek. finance, construction and
, _planning, andprogram committees.. All
of these €10FRinittee4 )r-meet prior to
the next regular pieeting of tht park
' board, in pre 'anon for the budgM
request wJich must be submitted by
port was made by park director
ary Hohman, which included a
briefing of progress to date and the
needs ' of. the park and
recommendations by engineers for
future projects. '
- internal procedures were also
established, concerning the minutes of -




The Calloway County Board of
Health, meeting in special session
Tuesday, agreed - to continue with
-present plans for the swine flu clinics
next week in Murray.
At the present time, there is no
conclusive evidence to link deaths in
Pennsylvania with the innoculat ions
there, according to B. L. Cooper,
coordinator for the center. Further
evidence will be necessary before the
clinics are cancelled..-- .
The program is on a voluntary basis.
Coolier. acknowledged that tbere 'are
some risks involved, but there are also
benefits in protection from swine and
victoria flu. •
Clinics will be held on Oct. 20 from
TODAY'S INDEX
Four Sections Today
Local Scene • 2- 3
Dear Abby '2 
Opinion Page , 5




Deaths & Funerals. _ ...... , ,   12
Horoscope.... ' 20
Classifieds  21.22,13
•• Big John  4 Pages
Big K . . 4 Pages.
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild today, .high,in
the upper 70s. Clear and cooler tonight,
low In the .mid 40s. Fair and cool
Thursday, high in the low 70s. Friday
fair arid mild. .
_
one p.m. c0 seven p.m.; on October 21
and 72 from ten a.m. to five p.m. The
clinics will be held in the Murray State
University Livestock and Exposition'
Center on the College Farm Road. - •,
Sessions Set
By Council
A special session' •of the' Vurray.
Common CounciVivill • be held at 1:30
p.m. tonight.i.tliheteuncil chambers at
City Hallfor consideration of a hospital
boedfirdinance on the first reading and
an ordinance dealing with dile extension
of street mains of the Murray Water
, and Sewer System.
lintriediately following the special '
session, the' council will 'hold an
'informal ,-pre-council" session to
discuss items coming up on the agenda
for the body's regular meeting at 7:30
p.m. Thursday, also at City Hall.
Items on the agenda for the regular
meeting 101114'r-row night include
. -the second reading of the hospital
bond ordinance:
-- -the second reading of the water
main extension ordinancei
-a recommendation on central.
••• •
billing for the city's watet & sewer, 
-as t ur a I gas and electric systems
'
-a recommendation on traffic
restrictions on the crossWalks on N.
16th St. from Joe Green, director of
security at MSU. and: -
-permission to sell excess Sanitation
'Dept. equipment.
Tonight's special. session. a's well as
tomorrow's regular session both besinip








Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Young of Washington, Ind., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Amy, to Ray Lane, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lane of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a junior majoring in special educAjon at
Murray State University. Mr. Lane is also a junior majoring in
accounting at 1VISU.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, January 8, at
two p. m. at St. Simons Catholic Church, Washington, Ind. All




Miss" Cheryl Dean Jackson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joel,
D. Jackson, and Larry Bolen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Ca t hey, have completed plans
for their wedding on Saturday,
'October 16, at seven p.m. at
the -Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church, east of
Dexter off Highway 1346.
Bro. John Bradley will of-
ficiate at the double ring
'ceremony with Eric Ramsey,
cousin of the bride-elect, and
Shane Adams, nephew'of the
groom-elect, to roll out the
aisle carpet. 'Music will be by
Miss Vickie Weatherford,
pianist, and Alan Jones,
soloist.
The bride-elect, to be given
in marriage by her father, has
chosen her sister, Miss Cor-
nelia Jackson, as her "maid of
honor, Mrs. Sabrina Leslie
and Miss Sherrie Starks as
bridesmaids, and Miss
Carolyn Sue Scalf, niece of the
groom-elect, as flower girl.
Best man will bc Bob
Blalock with groomsmen and
usheis to be Roger Leslie and
Ricky Williams. Briar!
Jackson, brother of the bride-
elect, will be the ringbearer
The register will be kept by
Misses Candace and Carla
Ramsey, cousins of Miss
Jackson.
Following the ceremony the
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are





Newcomers Club will meet
Thursday, October 14, at 7:30
p.m. at the First Christian
Church.
Speiial guest speaker will
be MiA..Maude Nance of New
Concord. All members and
newcomers are invited to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
Mrs. Verna Wallace Opens Home
For Dorcas Class Luncheon Meet
The Dorcas Sunday School
Class of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met in the
home of Mrs. Verna Wallace
for a potluck luncheon and
business meeting with election
of class officers for the new
church year on Tuesday,
September 28, at noon.
Mrs. Gladys Williamson,
teacher, and Mrs. Marelle
Morris, associate teacher,
were elected by the church.
Mrs. Thelma Griffin,
president, presided.
New officers-elected for the
class were Verna Wallace,












Letia Hall, Arie Wilkerson,
and Euna York, social com-
mittee.
Others who attended were
Estelle Dulaney and Ruth
Paschall. Seven members of
the class were absent.
Bro. Lawson Williamson
and Lubie Wallace were
guests for the luncheon at
noon. Carrie Story led in
games.
The class voted to have a
meeting one afternoon each




' Dixieland Center Chestnut Street




Ireland, England and the
U. S. A. Soaps for oily, dry,
and sensitive skin. Soaps
for men, women and
children, even
monogrammed soaps.
Youll love the delicate
aroma and the rich
creamy texture.
Single bars and gift
boxed. Try some soon. ,
Bobs H)atiper
P.S. Open ohj-eutay nights
til 8:00.
Now there's even more




You always get more to like at Burger Chef,
bUt now we ve got something really special
for you!
From now on, you can order your Burger
Chef favorites "without" and fix 'ern up to
suit yourself at our new WORKS BAR! Pile
on pickles, relish, tomatoes, onions, lettuce,
mustard, tartar sauce, mayonnaise and ket-




1_s,, an swot •
1 ,nirsydie I lathsvillt NeO Atar,
I es•slon f !retort I min
110pIlmsvolp
woo oilfield
Low crisp delcious salad




Vo.1 whore oreo•bovod tamed
or rootr,cll by Ire local
sod stsl• tatos ObY.O.• by
0•••••
Offer Expires Oct. 31,1976
GM III stem ao
dn.*. Cunsntle New *Mann






This is the Elld one
pound ground beet
open-name broiled and
Served • with lettuce, to-
mato. onion and 'melted
cerise on a golden-grilled
sesame seed bum.
Vood *ore 0•0NOtorl 'mood
or rooMeto• by e Leto,
.44 Ost• tombs 0.804 by
bower
Offer Expires Oct. 31,1976
Rev. and Mrs. Farmer
Honored, Anniversary
Bev. and Mrs. W. A. Far-
mer's golden wedding
celebration began at their
home in Como, Tenn. :MY
Saturday, September 25, with
a cook-out.
Those present were their
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Farmer of Miainf; Fla.;
grandchildren Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Kirkland and Ravi from
Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
David Herman, Shannon and
Maggie from Marked Tree,.
Ark.7 Billy Ray Kirkland, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., Mr. Far-
mer's brother and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Basil Farmer from
Florrisant, Mo.; their sons.
and families, Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Farmer and Jim, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Farmer and
sons Bobby and Scott, all from
Florrisant, Mo. Cousins at-
tending were Mrs. Opal
Phillippy and Mrs. Mavis
Moore, both from Memphis,
Tenn.
On Sunday morning most of
the above attended worship
services at Calvary Baptist
Church where Bro. Farmer is
the interim pastor. His son
rendered two solos.
• A reception was held in the
Thompson Creek Baptist
Church fellowship hail
Sunday, Sept4, from two
until five p.m.
Assisting the Farmers in
receiving their guests were
their son and daughter-in-law,
Ted anti Billy Kirkland, sons
of their daughter Mrs. Ronald
Huttenstine of Germany, who
was unable to attend because
of recent heavy surgery.
Mrs. Farmer chose for the
occasion a long dress of blue
knit complemenled by a
corsage of golden rose buds.
The reception table was
dropped with a gold cloth and
'a-white lace overlay. In the
center of the table was a
beautiful arrangement Of fugi
mums, daisy munisimd pom
poms, and shasta daisies. On
ttth sides of the flower
arrangement were gold three
branched candelabra with
lighted golden candles. On one
end of the table was a
beautiful three tiered cake
decorated in gold and white,
on the other end a crystal
punch bowl filled with golden
punch. Serving cake, punch,
nuts and mints to the many
guests were the grand-
daughters, Mrs. David Her-
man and Mrs. Tad Kirkland.
Others who helped with the
hospitalities were: Mrs. Basil
Farmer, assisted by Mrs.
Helen Bomar at the register,
Mrs. Audry Chappel, Mrs.
Wanda Greer, Mrs: Minnie
Parham, Mrs. Alice Tem-
pleton, Mrs. Bob Farmer,
Mrs. Larry Farmer tnd Mrs.
Gladys Todd.
Music of love songs apti.
ballad.s of the yester years
were rendered throughout the
afternoon by Mrs. Jerry
Simmons and Mrs. Don
Malone at the piano. Other
arrangement of lovely gift
flowers were displayed. A
unique gift of the day was a
money • bouquet from the
friends of Puryear Baptist
Church.
There were twelve or more
churches that ISro. Farmer
had served as pastor or in-
terim pastor represented with
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Circles of Firs. United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan al
church parlor at 6:30 p. m. for
potluck dinner, Hannah with
Mrs. Gary Hohman, 824 North
19th, and Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. Ace McReynolds, 205
North 10th, both at 7:30p. m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleison Hall.
Melon's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m.
Thursday, October 14
Senior Citizens of the New
Concord and Hamlin Area will
meet at the home of Effie
Edwgels.aLone p.m.
Blood River Associational
Baptist Young Women will
.have a plants and crafts fair at
Flint Baptist Church at seven
p. m.
" Welcome Wagon New-,
comers Club will meet at
First Christian Church at 7:30
p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as folIoSv-s-: South
Murray with Mrs. Perry
Cavitt at one p. m.; Town and
Country with Karen Gotez at
7:30 p. m.; Progressive with
Jean Richerson, 1602
Parklane, at seven p. m.;
Dexter at community center
at 9:30 a.m.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at six p.
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Senior.. Citizens course in
general horticulture will open
at St. John's Episcopal Church
at 2:30 p. m. This is free to
persons 65 or older.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens with lesson
on wallpaper beads at 10:30 a.
m., lunch at noon, and table
games at one p. m.
Concert of Grand Ole Opry
star Jerry Reed will be at
eight p. m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at eight p. m.
Murray Chapter No. 92'
RAM and Murray Council No.
50' R&SM will meet ai 7;30 p.
m. at Masonic Hall. Work will





-The Eva, Wall Missions
Group of Memorial Baptist
Church met Thursday, Sep-
tember 28, at two p. m. in the




Foster gave the devotion and
call to prayer.




Mae Foster, prayer chair-
man; Opal Reeves, mission




The program "Inter City
Missions," was intrbdticed by
Margaret Taylor. Par-
ticipating in the program were
Thyra Crawford, Laura
Jennings, Opal Reeves, Willie
Garland, Lorene l'oster,
Nettie McKeel, and Lottie
Bowden.
The closing prayer was led
by Mrs. Mary Boyd. Also
present were Mrs. Lela Boyd,
Mrs. Vera Adams, Mrs. Hazel
Ahart. Two guests were Mrs.




The Baptist Young Women
of the BloodRiver Association
will have a 'Plants and Crafts
Fair on.Thursday, October 14,
at seven p.m. at. the Flint
Baptist Church.
This special event is
planned for members, and
friends to see the many plants
and crafts of the group, said
Phyllis Whitney, director of
the B'YW.
Thursday, October 14
Parents Night will be. at
Calloway County toga Schad
at seven p. m.
Friday, October 15
, Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30
p. m. Call 753-9725 for tran-
sportation.
All-American Redheads
basketball team will play a
team of former Calloway
County basketball players at




parade will start at 9:30 a. m.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Ray
Munday at-1:30 p. in.
The Rangers and
Rangerettes will have a W. 0.
W. bus in the MSU
Homecoming parade. Any
member that wishes to ride
the bus in the parade should be
at Mimicipal Parking Lot
before eight a.m. The bus will
leave'the parking lot at eight
a.m, to get in line for the
parade. - -
Annual Bean Supper for
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will start at
5:30 p.ni. at the church. Cost
will be $1.50 adults, 50 cents
children. Program by Treva
Mathis will be at 7:30 p.m.
Golf Tournament•
Held At Club'
The Women of the Murray
Country Club held a "close of
the year" golf tournament on
Wednesday, October 6, with
Venela Sexton, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, and Jean Doxsee
as hostesses.
A social hour followed golf
play with prizes being
awarded to the following:
Championship flight—Betty
Lowry, low gross, Venela
Sexton, low net.
First flight—Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, low gross, Diane
Villanova, low net.
Second flight—Low Doran,
low gross, Chris Graham, low
net.
'Third flight—Kitty
Freeman, . low gross, Pat
McReynolds, lo* net.
Low putts—tie between




The home of Mrs. Modena'
Butterworth was the scene of
the meeting of the Penny
Homemakers Club held
Monday, September 20, at one
p.m.
Mrs. Butterworth presented
the lesson on "The Look of
Fall Fashions for 1976." She
also gave the story entitled,
"The Story Our Shoes Tell
Us."
Members answered the roll
call by naming their first
school teacher. Mrs. Jean
Cloar, county exteaSion agent




The next Meeting will be
October 18 at one p.m. at the




president, presided at the
September meeting of the
Dexter Homemakers Club
held at the Community
Center.
The devotion was by Mrs.
Brooks C.ollie. Mrs. Arne
Pritchett, secretary, gave her
report. Miss Vickie Collie
conducted the recreational
period.
Three Visitors were Mrs.
May Denny, Mrs. Shirley
.
Jackson, and Miss Vickie
Collie, with each' one joining
the club. Other members
present . were Mrs.' Luna
Ernestberger and Mrs. Irene
Mit chuson.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon with Mrs.
Ph, chet I saying grace.
The club will meet October
14 at 9:30 a.m. at the Com-
munity-Center.
want! (Of course, you can still order your
sandwich_"with- and get it dressed & ready
to eat, too!).
Another reason to like Burger Chef even
more is our new SALAD BAR. You order a
salad and you'll get a bowl —from there
you're on Our own! Step- up to the salad bar
and heap that bowl with crisp, fresh lettuce
and your choice,Of Creamy Italian, French or
Thousand Island dressing. And, you can re-
fill your bowl -as many tiffes as you like — all
for the price of one salad!
•
Come try out our new SALAD BAR and
WORKS BAR. We think you'll agree: now






to like at Burger Chef.
Copyflphl C I 9 Bursa,. Ch•I Sylitinna Inc
•
s.
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Erwin and Lilly Vows
To Be Read Here Friday
Plans have been completed
Tor the marriage of ' Miss
Teesa Erwin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Rob R. Erwin, to
Larry Lilly, son of Mrs. Linda
Lilly and the late Prentice
Mason Lilly.
The wedding, directed by
- Mrs. Bobby Martin .will be
solemnized on Friday,
;October 15, at seven p.m. at
ihe University Church of
Christ. Hollis Miller will
a.
perform the double ring
ceremony.
Attendants for the couple
will be Miss Kathy Calhoun,
Miss Vanessa Story, Glenn
Cossey, and David Rudolph.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the church an-
nex.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to at-
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- diseases, the princi
non by which the breads
evaluated was the "grow
. and Mrs. Joseph R. Hargrre and family are
tong their parents in Murray while on leave from the
U. S. Air Force. S-Sgt. Hargrove is the son of Mi. and Mrs.
James R. Hargrove of Murray Route Two and his wife.
Carolyn, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Parks, 1623
Farmer Avenue, Murray. They have tWo children,
Deborah and Charles. S-Sgt. Hargrove_ and his wife are
being-assigned to the US. Defense Attache in the,
American Embassy of Belgrade, Yugoslavia. He will work ,
as an Intelligence Assistant and his Wife will be the
secretary to the V, S. Defense Attache. They plan to
leave Murray Monday, October 18.
Mrs.  _Hayes Listed In
National Directory
Mrs. Marcus R. Hayes, a
member of the faculty of
Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn., has been
notified that her detailed
biographical sketch will ap-
pear in the 1976 edition of
"Outstanding Young Women
of America."
Mrs. Hayes was selected for.
inclusion in this volume
because of the recognition that
she has earned through both
her civic and professional
activities. The editorial board
of this standard biographical
Itiference work praised highly
the value of the contribution
that Mrs. Hayes- has made to
her profession and the
example that she has set for
others.
The former Carol Lynn -
Champion, Mrs. Hayes is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
M. ,Champion. of Murray. is a
graduate of Murray- High
School., and holds the BS,
and-SCT degreerfrom-
Mrs. Marcus R. Hayes
Murray State University
Her husband, also a native
of Murray and a graduate of
Murray State University, is a
member of the speech faculty
of F‘reed-}lardeman College.
. Mr. and Mrs. Hayes reside
in Hendersbn and have a two-
year-oldsow,-Jasow
Xecaith, -Wise
By Helen F. Andsew, M.S.,
Health Educator
"Consuilder Report" on Bread
The tell publicized evalua-
tion of comnardally baked
breads ap ears to i demon-
Arate the s periority of some




tions about the validity of the
conclusions, which Were bed
on a 16-week lest of. labora-
ory rats given the varigus







Vincent E. Gardner, M.D.,
medical director of tbe Phila-
delphia Better Living C'enter-
ical instructor in•Pre-
e medicine at JefVirsotr
College, points out
that in, human babies, rapid
growth is no longer Consid-
ered an indication of maxi-
mum health. ','When a $dia-
trician sees a fat baby he
suspect i the child is on an all-
milk -diet and looks for iron-
deficiency anemia," Dr. Gard
ner observed..
The-Philadelphia physichin -
also cited results Jat.,tests of
sin gle-food diets on laboratory




but spinach liverl longer
three days—less- tirrle
they vioUld- sur..
_without any food at ;ill.
Was no doubt die to t he o.
acid present in such a larc-
-arnoOnt or-spinach. -
Working in the field of
ventit e medicine anit-cratT1
ing classes in r.oronary.
vention and weight nor' -
Dr. Gardner deplores tht
fluence this report w II Li
on the public, which doe,
ave the couW;erbalanc.
scientific stuThes




The report ti cast, ,1
upon the 1/4 alUP 0 'r i•,
diet. The widesprea
of the relationship 1,)41/4t41/4.1'.".A
low-fiber diet ad such dis -
eases as Canc'er of the
diverticatis. etc ha- '10
doubt produced an o‘er
tian.
Bran is not a cure all and it
is preferable to get the n,
sary fiber in. natural. u r
cessed foods rather than Te-.
lying upon a fractiona. ed
product such as bran It
Would: hosZever. he iinfortu-
duced paralysis. Animals fed - -nate if this widely rid 
report
/..-only whole milk. developed 4"ula start a frrnd—hack to
developed cataracts because • 
the refined foods which 1;tekanemia: those on skim milk
of the high level of lactose 
hsoeamithany. nutrients eqst•ig
sugar). An none (ALL ID 1975 os o of
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Cash Give Away
Register' each time you
ate in the store for the
$100 given away each week
Last
Winner:
•Nothing to ..1140...•No Cords To Punch 'All You
Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Emplo)ev. of Parkers and their Females not eligible-to
win •Aduits only may register •You do not have to be
present to vein




Peas IS oz Save 36'
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Frosty Acres Shoe String













8 oz. Bag 29'
103/4 0,. 994
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Two highway projects an-
nounced here this week during
Gov. Julian Carroll's visit will
be well-received by local
residents, even though
probably for different reasons.
Gov. Carroll's pledge to
upgrade Kentucky Highway 94
between Murray and Kentucky
Lake came none too soon for us.
Highway 94 is plagued with
narrow bridges, winding cur-
ves and deteriorating
pavement in spots and this
heavily traveled roadway
needs immediate attention to
make it safer for motorists. The
recent loss of lives in collisions
with the bridges attest to this.
Gov. Carrot promised to
initially improve the
dangerously narrow bridges on
Highway 94 and as funds
become available, further
upgrade the highway. We take
him at his word and plan to wat-
ch for these improvements in
the near future.
The other major highway
project of local interest is the
four-laning of U. S. 641 from
Murray to Benton. We have
been hearing promises on that
project for many years and the
time now appears near that
those promises will finally be
fulfilled.
Gov. Carroll credits the ad-
ministration of former Gov.
( now senator) Wendell Ford for
getting the ball rolling on that
project. And he has pledged
that construction will actually
be underway on 641 by the
spring of 1977.
Both of these projects will be
advantageous to the local area.
Not only will the improvements
make our local highways much
safer for travel, they will make
Murray and the local area
much more accessible to both
tourists and freight haulers.
The 94th Congress
It wasn't the best of
Congresses. It wasn't the wor-
st.
The494th Congress is now just
another chapter in the history
books. Dominated by a
Democratic majority, it spent
nearly two years contending
with a Republican President,
with its own problems and with
the problems of the country.
The achievements of any
legislative body when viewed in
perspective turn out to be a
mixed bag, and this Congress is
no exception. But, on balance,
we would give it better marks
than most.
The large class of freshmen
Democrats elected in the 1974
elections immediately after
Watergate succeeded • in
shaking up the fossilized power
structure in the House, ousting
three senior committee chair-
men. The Senate made it easier
to stop filibusters. But the
Congress failed to enact strong
lobby and conflict-of-interest
laws.
The relationship between the
Congress and the President,
while hardly the happy
marriage he said he hoped for
when he took office, developed
like most marriages. The coun-
try survived.
Not much was accomplished
on energy or tax reform. Tax,
cuts were extended for another
year but there was a question in
both areas whether a national
consensus for action tow,ard
reform had developed.
In foreign policy, such a con-
sensus had been forined by the
Vietnam War and Watergate.
Congress took advantage to
strengthen its powers, curbing
presidential-authority to act in
emergencies and shutting off
funds in Vietnam and Angola.
This Congress, by action of
its predecessor, seized the reins
on the budget • with a new
procedure giving it wider
powers and greater respon-
sibility over total spending and
taxing.
Making the new budget act
work may prove to have been
its biggest accomplishment.
Now if we can just get someone
in Washington to live within the
budget maybe our country can
halt deficit spending and con-
tinue to climb out of the depths
of recession of recent years.
Letter To The Editor
Ifeartitne is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write Heartllne, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, sell-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: I have seen in your column
that you have mentioned CHAMPVA. I
have never heard of this. Can you tell
me what this is? C.B.
Answer: CHAMPVA, or Civilian
Health and Medical Program-Veterans
Administration, provides medical
coverage for the spouse or child of a
veteran who has a total disability,
permanent in nature, resulting from a
service-connected ----disability. Also
covered are the surviving spouse or
child of a veteran who has died as a
result of a service-connected disability.
These people are eligible for CHAM-
PVA provided they are not eligible for
Medicare.
Heartline: I applied for Social
Security Disability five years ago
because of my arthritis. Social Security
turned me down because my disability
was not severe enough to keep me from
working completely. I found a job and
started working again, but now my
arthritis is so bad that I must stop
working again. Is there any possibility
that I may be eligible for Social
Security. Disability now even though I
was turned down once? R.F.
AnlIver: There is the possibility that
you could now be eligible for Social
Security Disability. New medical
reports concerning your arthritis and
how it affects your ability to work
would have to be filed with the Social
Security Administration. These new
reports would then be used to see if you
meet • the disability requirements
needed to be eligible for Social Security
Disability. Make your application at
your local Social Security office.
Heartline: I am a 63-year-old widow.
I lost my husband three years ago. I
have so much time on my hands that I
do not know what to do. I heard that you
had a Pen Pal Club. Can you help me?
. Students Say Thanks
Dear Editor:
The student affiliates of KSALPN of
the Murray School of Practical Nursing
would like to say Mahalo (Thank You in
Hawaiian) to all the people in Murray
and Calloway County who made it
possible through their contributions to
send six student nurses to the KSALPN
National Convention in Honlulu,
Hawaii, -
The students and sponsors left St.
Louis on Monday, September 27, to fly
to Honolulu. When they arrived, they
joined other students and LF'N's from
all over the potion in an opening
legislative program held at the
Sheraton-Waikiki.
The -students attended several
business meetings and voting sessions
throughout the week, including a
special session on the structure of the
By-Laws of the NFLPN and a CEU
Clinic. The students from Murray were
officially recognized on Thursday by
the KSALPN President, Pauline
Wright. Featured speakers of the
converitien were the Honorable Frank
Fasi, Mayor of Honolulu; Congressman
§park Matsunaga, First District of
Hawaii; and Mr. George Yuen, Hawaii
Diret or of Health.
, After the close of the convention on
Thursday, the students were free to go •
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger a hmes
published every afternoon except Sun
days July 4 Christrnos Day New Year s
Day arid Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Postogilecucf at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRiPDON RATES In areas served
by carriers $2 25 per month payable ,ri
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Bentbn Hardin Mayfield Seth:ilia
and Farmington Ky and Paris
Buchanan and Puryeor Tenn $ IS 00
per year By mail t 0 other destinations,
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press Ken
lucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers-Association
shopping and sightseeing. They,
returned to Murray on Tuesday.
October 5.
The students at the Murray School of
Practical Nursing would like to extend
a .sincere thanks to (he following
businesses' and firms in Murray who
made special contributions to the
KSALPN Hawaiiin Convention fund




Workman, Murray Furniture Mart,
Enix Interiors, Lindsey's Jewelers, Big
B Cleaners. Ellis Popcorn, and, Credit
Thrift.
Once again, Mahalo!
From: Mrs. Joyce Morrison, RN.
LaDon Dobson, Nancy Teckenbrock,
Cheryl Dillon-, Margaret Winders,
Bettie Flatt, Martha Reed, and Cheryl
Burkeen.
Bible Thought
... Thou shalt love thy neigh-
bor as thyself. There is none
other commandment greater
than this.. Mark 12:31.
Somewhere recently, I read.
"There are two kinds of people.
those that think there are two
kinds of people and those vito.i
know there aren't."
Isn't It The Truth
This is the Age of the Political
Economist, that servant of confusion
who dreams to solve every problem of
the body politic with federal grants.
loans and other infusions that stop us
dead on the road to deflation, and who
then views the dreadful results with the
astonishment of a surgeon who has just
cut off a head instead of a wart.
Answer: Heartline has developed a
Pen Pal Club to help America's Senior
Citizens combat loneliness. This club
has many members throughout the
United States. For complete details,
Write to: Heartline American 60 Club,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381.
10 Years Ago
Senator John Sherman Coo iei will
speak on the court square in Murray
tomorrow at 10:30 a. m. on his tour
through • nine western Kentucky
counties, according to Max Hurt.
Carolyn Craig of-Calloway County
will be one of nine girls from the
Purchase counties who will compete in
the Dairy Princess Contest for the
Purchase here on October 15.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Louise
Hubbard and Jewell Johnston.
The Murray Lions Club heard Miss
Clara Eagle speak and show slides on
her trip abroad-at theineeting- held at -
the South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church
Fred Paul Stalls, Linn Stranak, and
Bobby Cane:wit had high individual
three games in the Coca-Cola Bowling
League his week. •
20 Years Ago
Marinell Myers, June Foy, Larry
Rhodes, Annette Palmer, and Darrylin
Treas were winners in the 4-H
' Achievement Day held at Paducah. .„
Preston A. Jewell and Albert B. Crass
have enlisted in the U. S. Navy.
John Donald McDougal has been
_selected for the Naval Officers
Candidate School, Newport, Rho,,
Island.
Demonstrations on sterilizing
tobacco plant beds will be Oen at the
farms of James Harri.s- and 011ie
Workman on October it, according to
County Agent S. V. Foy.
Births reported include a girl,




ording to nutritionists the white
men; on a turkey has less calories than
thetlark meat.
A little pig was turned into a ham
which in turn was made into a sandwich
and served to a beautiful woman. "He
died a gentleman," sighed- one of the
porker's relatives. "His last act was to
give his seat to a lady."
Some people are never happy. One
morning a man asked his wife to fix him
two eggs—one fried and one scrambled.
- When he got to the breakfast table,
the man scowled and grumbled, "Darn






How was news of the death of this
monster presented in the major liberal
media in the United States?
Charles F. Rule, a pre-law student at
Vanderbilt University, took a close look Mao Tse-tung come once iri,t century,
at how the influential Washington Post perhaps once in a millenium. They
treat Mao. The following is his corn- capture the stage ancisrfite the pages of
mentary on the Post's coverage: history with divineirispiration...He was
"In its Friday, Sept. 10 issue, the a giant amonk. 'the giants, he made
'Wallington frost devoted thieteen'netis - history Shrink.'
stories and-or editorials, filling ten full Mr. !Ude reports that the Post
pages to the passing of Mao Tse-tung. devoted three pages ,to a mini-
Those thirteen articles and editorials ,°421lography of Mao by Lee Lescaze, a
included: three stories on Mao's death staff writer. This article full of suctr
and the effects on Chinesedomestic an statements as "For Mao, Chinese
foreign 'policies; one collection of ,the dignity became a lifelong concern."
Chairman's thoughts; two eulogizing Two pages later, Mr, Lescaze says
editorials; six related stories on the "some three million persons are
world's reaction, on the reaction of the believettothave been executed." .
Chinese mission in theyhited States, on This is a strange way to uphold
the reset-ion of ol.ffiencLs in the West, Chinese "dignity." It's also strange
and the non-reaction of the Sot/lets; one ' that the Post's staff writer ignores the
three-page,/ article containing abundant documentation that between
memorable photographs of the 26 and 61 million Chinese were
ChairMan ( conspicuously devoid of slaughtered by Mao who, in Mr.
caf(allst advertising) describing the Lescaze's view, "was the closest the
e struggle of China's 'hero-god'." modern world has seen to the god- -Z
Mr. Rule said that the -effort as a heroes of antiquity."
whole and the "news" stories in per- Mr. Rule concludes:
Ocular almost bring a tear to one's eye "While the facts that surround the
as they describe the passing of the ancient myths may never lie known,
"greatest leader of the greatest those with enough temerity can look
movement of this century." beyond the mythologizing of the Poet to
Simultaneously, a note of fear is struck the true character of this infamous,
into the heart of the Western readers as Chinese criminal—the real Chairman
the Post relates the uneertaintie.a Mao. It is sad to realize that the values
concerning whether the mighty Chinese of such. a prestigious Journal are so
proletariat will be willing to maintain warped that they can devote ten pages
relations with the wretched American to the natural death of one international
imperialists. Heaven forbid they should - criminal and at the same time limit the
suspend relations. murder.; of 3 million Chinese ( a con-
At one point, he relates, Ben Wat- servative estimate) to two columns.
tenberg, a correspondent with the "The question is not why Mao should
James Schlesinger tour in Peking, be any more a hero than Lenin, Stalin,
becomes so overcome that he writes, Castro, or Ho; rather it should be wny
"( looking) up from this plaza of Mao's, Mao be regarded as any less criminal
In this land of Mao's, where, Maoinn than these murderers?
has become a near religion, it was easy "Unless the Post and others stop
to think that the familiar features of-the romanticizing international bandits
moon were also cast this night in the such as Mao Tse-tung and start sharply
- image. of the chairman., after all, he condemning their atrocities, the next
has filled the past and present 'god-hero' communist they praise may
equivalent functions of Washington, be an American."
Jefferson, Lincoln, Mark Twain, Frank
Roosevelt, and Gerald Ford." Mr. Rule
makes the ironical observation that
Mao surely must have been a titan to be
able, in one personage, to embody such
a diverse array of historical figures.
Does it take six American democrats yi
equal one Chinese communist?
21
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S 'TOPIC: HOMAGE TO A TYRANT HARRIGAN
For all its wonders in the way of Mr. Rule added: "Even more
science and technology the 20th century distressing were the quotations by the
has been a time of the most widespread leaders of-the world who mourned the
tyranny. The record of this century is passing of the 'beacon of world
permanently blemished by the evil thought'. After dispensing with the
works of three tyrants—Hitler, Stalin Taiwanese and their celebrations of the .4*
and Mao Tse-tung, and the brutal demise of 'the greatest criminal in
philosophies associated with their Chinese history', the Post devotes most
regimes. of the space to the statements of the
Each of these tyrants was responsible world's leaders.
for peculiar horrors, but for sheer For example, the Post quotes this.
numbers -of murders committed, Mao century's leading expert on solid
Tse-tung, the Chinese communist character, Richard Nixon, as calling
dictator, was by far the worst. The U. S. Mao 'a unique man in a generation of
Senate Committee on the Judiciary has great revolutionary leaders' while__
estimated that the death toll in Mao's praising Mao's 'immense physical
purges totaled between 26 million..and courage and ideological. ..deter-
mination'."
Of all the remarks, the most ,
outrageous reported had to have beet)/
made by Pakistani Premier Z ar
All Bhutto who said of Mao "( men) like
OTHER PAPERS:SAY
After the father had given his son a
long account of the part he had played
in the war, the little boy thought for
awhile and then asked: "But, Dad, why _
did they heed all those other soldiers?"
—Quote
Let's Stay Well
Swine Split Vaccine For Children
How should children be im-
muruzed against swine flu'
The US Public Health Service
has not yet announced its recom-
mendations for flu vaccination
for children However. the
American Academy—nf
Pediatrics has called for two in-
jections to be given at least four
weeks apart. This procedure
was developed by the academy's
Committee on Infectious Dis-
eases
-The swine flu vaccine has
been prepared in two different
fornts, both of which are pre-
pared from the killed virus one
consists of the entire virus. which
more often produces a higher in-
cidence of side effects, like fever
and local soreness at the injec-
tion site
The other form ti the vaccine.
know as "split-particle,- has
sortie part of influenzal virus
removed, making aus prepara-
tion less likely to produce un-
- toward reactions, but perhaps
By FJ.L Blasoigame, OLD
making it less effective as an on-
munuer However, the second
injection brings the immuruza-
lion to a level for a8equate pro-
tection against sistie flu
The swine flu Oaccination pro-
gram, scheduled for October I.
was several weeks behind
schedule Even nose. dosage for
children under age 3 has not
been worked out Fortunately,
these younger children -Will not
he as vulnerable if other age
grows aee immunized
While those from ages 3 to 18
are advised to take split-particle
vaccine in two doses. people
aged 18 or over should get pro-
tel ion by one injection of .the
vi hole killed virus. A single close
is sufficient for adults
The Academy of Pediatrics
estimates that 700,000 high-risk
children are in spsiiial need at
immunization by IS two--injec
two procedure These include
diabetics. those who hayp
chronic lung and heart disease.
asthmatics and other chronically
disabled younwters
While a pandemic could pro-
duce serious health problems for
many people later this year and
on through the winter, swine flu
has not recurred thus far - a
most fort mate circumstance
Q Mrs. LT. says that her
breast-fed baby does not seem to
be gaining weight adequately.
but appears content She asks
about starting him on a bottle
A Breast-fed infants tend to
gain weight more slowly than do
bottle-fed babies, many of who
are overfed and too fat I sup-
pose you are feeding your .baby
on demand If tie becomes
less, you could shorten the inter
val between feedings He will
probably start gaining weight
roore rapidly in a month or so
If you start feeding him a hot
tie now, he will chorrye. it for
more of his nourishment because
the milk comes more readily-
, from the bottle than it does from
your breasts, and he will not
nurse them as i-igurously If ..}J.si
have not already done SO It
would tw wise to consult a ph'. st-
clan -about feeding your Matir-•
Q Mr B N wonders it litick
lung- is a nevi. disease Ile r.s all
having hearcl of it only in recent
vears
A -Black lung disease is a Li%
term used in writing for the zen
eral public. It is a relativels
name fylir a condition king knout)
to, physicians fn. the lechroc.a!
profey.lonal term anthraeosi,
and. in the Mice St'Veri:
pnelM111.(11111(1.41....
The names are given hec.nrs,
..)t the lung s darkened ap-
pearance from the inflated
dust that 12, krigcli in themg
tissue Black lung disease ha.,
been used to quite lratriaticalb,
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Courthouse Lawn
Register FREE
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MSU Alumni Works To
Be Featured In Showing
An Alumni Invitational
• Show featuring work by 24
artists who are graduates of
Murray State University will
end with a reception on the
campus at 7:30 p. m.
Saturday, Oct. 16, as the
t radii icinal Homecoming
weekend draws to a close.
To be held in the -Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
reception is open to the public,
according to Richard Jackson,
gallery director.
Several alumni who have
work in the show, which has
been on exhibit since Sept. 27,
are expected to be present for
the reception. The 63-piece
show represents a full range of
media—sculpture, paintings,
photography, ceramics,
drawings, textiles, prints, and
graphic design.
Jackson said the exhibition
of alumni work is a revival of
what was once an annual show
until it was discontinued
several years ago. He added
tliaat he hopes-to see a similar
show organized frequently in
future years at Homecoming
time.





Local high school seniors
who are interested in four-
year Army ROTC scholar-
ships begin preparing ap-
plications soon, according to
Lieutenant Colonel Johnnie R.
Prichard, Professor of
Military Science at Murray
State University.
"Application packets must
be requested by November
15th," LTC Prichard ex-
plained, "and completed
applications have to be sub-
mitted prior to December
15th."
The Army ROTC scholar-
ship pays for all tuition,
textbooks, laboratory and
educational fees during four
years of study at any one of
more than 280 colleges and
universities offering Army
ROTC. Both male and female
students are eligible for these
scholarships.
"This is one of the best
scholarship programs
available in the nation today,"
according to LTC Prichard.
"Scholarship students also
receive $100 a month for up to
10 months of each school year,
in addition to having tuition
and fees paid," he continued.
"In all, that means this
scholarship may be worth
over 812,000 to a student."
In return, scholarship
students must, of course,
enroll in Army ROIV, agree to
accept a Regular Army or
Reserve commission upon
"graduation, and then serve
four years on active duty.
"This active duty
requirement really provides
the young college graduate
with a valuable career op-
tion," LTC Prichard noted. '
"He or she may decide
either to continue to pursue an
Army career or instead may
turn to a civilian profession.
For those who take the latter
course, they'll find the
management experience
they've had as Army officers
is a big plus," stated LTC
Prichard.
, ROTC scholarship winners
are selected on the basis of
Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) or American College
Test ( ACT) scores, high
school academic records,
participation in ex-
tracurricular and • athletic
activities, and personal in-
terviews.
More information on the
scholarship program and
scholarship application
packets is available from high
school guidance counselors.
Also, interested students
can call LTC Prichard or
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Free Perking At leer Deer
College, Gallatin, Tenn., who
earned degrees at Murray
State in 1971 and 1973, put the
show together this year,
Jackson said, and has work in
it.
Three artists originally
from the Murray area are
among the alumni exhibitors.
They are: Jerry Adams,
Louisville free lance artist, '66
and '70; Jeanette Cathey
Blakefield, art teacher at
Maysville Community
College, '70 and '72; and John
David Colley, graphic design
teacher at Ohio State
University, '63.
Others who have work in the
show and the years they
earned degrees include:
Homer Allen, Frankfort, '68
and '69; Billy W. Atkins,
LaMarugue, Texas, '67;
Mitchell Bryant, Cadiz, '68
and '72; Olen Bryant,
Clarksville, Tenn., '51; Jerry
Chappelle, Farmington, Ga.,
'62; Bob Dixon, Springfield,
'73; Carol R. Elliot, Chula
Vista, Calif., '71 and '73; Clay
Foster, Memphis, Tenn., '69
and '70; Rebecca Neathamer
Humphries, Norman, Okla.,
'72; Claire Hampton Kirk,




'70; John "? B. Lovins,
Rineyville, '72; Fred Miller,
Bowling Green, '72; Victoria
Rivers Scarbrough, Castalion
Springs, Tenn., '70 and '74; Ed
Shay and Charlotte Rolhnan
Shay, Brooklyn, N. Y.,'69; Joe
Staton, West Shokan, N. Y.,
'70; Dennis S. Voss, Bozeman,
Mont., '72; Phil Wakeman,






A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for
medically indigent 'children
will be held in the Graves
County Health Department,
Mayfield on Friday, October






Dr. Robert Solinger and Dr.
Francisco Elbl, Co-Directors





University of Loutsville School
of Medicine, will conduct the
clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Heart Association; the
Bureau for Health Services,
and .the County Health
Departments, the clinic
provides a diagnostic service
for the patient, along with
recommendations for
treatment and management of
the case. It also provides an
opportunity for the referring
physician to consult with the
clinician regarding his
patient.
Nesessary expenses of the
clinic are beirig underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart
Association and the Bureau
for Health Services. Clinic
personnel and equipment will
be provided by the Graves
County Health Department as
well as the Bureau for Health
Services and the Kentucky
Heart Association.
Only those children who
have a written referral from a
physician will be admitted to
the clinic.
A new surge in fast food
franchising points to an in-
crease of some 4,200 by year's
end—from 43,072 to 47,272
units.
Newspapers ore virtuolly the
only written means of com-
munication about public is-
sues and concerns in the local
community. They are the com-
mon equalizer — the only
publication likely V. be read




























































COUPON COUPON' COUPON I
Limit 1 Per Fan-lily , Limit 1 Per FamitY Limit 1 Per Family
Maxwell House _Maxwell Housl Seven Seas
Coffee - 'Coffee ! Dressings.
$1 93 $385 45.
1 lb can 2b con
Expires 10.1976 Expirs 10-19-76
Good Only At Stunt's , Good ,011, At %mil
8 oz. Sot.
Expires 10-19-76

























































Limit I Per Family





C 170z9oz 69,  69c
___Expire teriv_16.,..• Expires 10-19-76
60.4 ooy Al *refs  Good Only At Siony's •
COUPON


















Limit 1 Peros t F a 1 y •
Raisin Bran
i20 oz. Box 88C:
Expires 10-19-76
Good Only Al Slam's
7
J
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Boneless Roast Heel of
Round lb S139
Pure Lean




Chuck Steak lb 79'
USDA Choice
Swiss Steak lb 89'
i. COUPON





 , iricoz Box
• COUPON .




1Expires 10-19-76 Expires 10-19-76
Good Only It Sloreft Good only At sinfey's  I.
Showboat Pork 8
Beans






















































In Ow Health ft
Beauty Aid Section
Dial Very Dry



















A SHAVE AND A HAIRCUL-66-year old George
Cossey of Calloway Co. can still afford to do a good deed
in spite of inflation. He gives free haircuts to his neigh-
bors. Here, 74-year old Luther Hendon get', hi < free trim.
(Mr. Cossev asked the photographer, -Son, 111 lower your
ears if you want me to so you (an hear better!')
Photo t3t, Wilson woollei
Students From Five Area
Schools At MSU Workshop
About 55 speech students
from five area high schools
participated in-the 29th annual
Group Events Workshop Jon
the campus of Murray(ate
University on Saturday;' Oct.
9.
Eighteen of them were
awarded certificates for being
selected to participate in the






and Johnna - Brandon of
Calloway County High School;
Bill Fort, Cindy Doyle, and
Lisa Fuller of Trigg County
High School.
Duet acting—Laura Shinner
and Donna Bailey of Murray
--Hi& &heel: -Luang CO19011-
and Tammie • Feltner of
Calloway' County; Virginia
'Street and Crystal Gold of.
Trigg County; and Nada
Frazier and Sheila Darnell of
Calloway County,
Debate—Dean Garritsol
and Paul Young of Paducah
Tilghman High School
Coffee Up
affierrnat ive ; and Randy
Hutchins arid Kevin Bowen of





Department of Speech and
Theatre'and the campus
chapter of Delta Sigma Rho-
Tau Kappa Alpha forensic
society in cooperation with the
Kentucky High School Speech
League, the woekshop was
directed by Dr. Vernon Cant',
departmental chaignan, aril
Robert Valentine, instruct ,•r
of speech and theatre. -
Noting that the focus of the
workshop was on practice and_
criticism, Gantt said the final
workshop round enabled all
participants to benefit from
the critique_ of
by selected students.
Dr. Constantine W. Curls.
Murray State president, was a
guest critic for the final
workshop round of debate
Curris was a national
champion debater as ar.
=undergraduate student at the
University of Kentucky. —
„Conducting the workshops
for the different events were
br, Carroll Harrison, debk-i-te:
Dr_ James W.:, i 
NEW YORK T (SP) — Coffee
prices are going up again, but
consumers may not feel the
full impact of the increases
right away.
For the second time in four
mouths, General Foods Corp.
announced on Tuesday a 5.5 to
6.4 per cent wholesale price..
increase. on five of its most
popular brands.
Earlier this month, Nestle
Co. boosted wholesale prices
on instant coffee by 7 to44 per
cent. Sharp rises in green
coffee prices is the reason
cited-for the hikes.
General Foods said it raised
prices on Maxwell House and
Yuban ground coffee and on
Sanka .and Brim ground
decaffeinated coffee by 15.
cents a pound. The price of a
- can of Max-Pax ground coffee
filter rings will rise 15 cents a
can.. • -
A spokesman for the
cOmpany .sald' The t•tinyaii-l4er
should feel the increase in
about a month.
If you're over 35, glaucoma
could be blinding you. . . and
most of you don't even know
what it is.' For a free brochure
on glaucoma, write Kentucky
Society for the Prevention of
Blindness, Box 132; Louisville,
Kentucky 40201..
rilseuSaton - Vickie Stevens
West Plains, Mo., and
graduatlt-----assist ants Kat ii'




The Red -Cross EXpeetani
Parents classes will be ,iffered -
by the Department of Nursing
Murray State Universo
Faculty 'members Linda
Clark, Rita Fleiniftg, a!ii1
Sharon Myatt will condue't
classes. Classes will begin ,ri
October 26, 1976 in room 206f
the Nursing Building at :4111
Payne-Streets from .7 00-9 IN)
p.m.
youTopics to be discussed
include prenatal ear",
childbirth, and infant care.
including films, and a hospit31
tour.
..The course, is ope_n to _trAr
husband and wife. There yriIV '
be .no charge for the coursi,
The course covers eight. hour
and will mee,t two hours per
.night fiv four ci 41:49
Tuesday nigh,
_Persons iritereged in „
enrolling in the course should
contact the Department if
Nursing, Murray State
Univetkity at 762-2193.
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Middle School Takes
28-6 Win Over Rebels
The Murray Middle School quarter, Eddie Requarth
eighth gEade Tigers ran their recovered a South Marshall
record to 3-1 Tuesday fumble on the Rebel 45 but the
afternoon hr-crushing Soutfelgiftilinzarere unable to punch
Marshall 28-6 in a game the ball in during their drive
pat carried well into the
second period.
With only 2:34 left in the half
and Murray still leading only
8-0, quarterback Greg Morton
broke loose and marched 38
yards down the right side for a
six-pointer. The conversion
run failed and Murray Middle
held a 14-0 lead.
South Marshall got the bet
and began moving on offense
for two plays of the following
series. But on a third down
play, Robert Santagado
sprung out and intercepted a
pass.
Santagado was all alone as
he scampered 26 yards down
the left sideline for the
touchdown. The conversion
run failed and Murray held a
20-0 halftime lead.
The final Tiger touchdown
of the contest came at the 3:49
mark of the third period.
Todd Bradshaw, who had
several outstanding runs in
the game, carried in from 19
yards out and broke several
tackles in doing so. On the
conversion, the Tigers
surprised everyone with the
ball going to end Robin
Roberts who could have
crawled-into the endzone for
the two-point conversion play.
Murray played reserves for
much of the rest of the game
and did not get any more
serious threats going. South's
FOOTBALL only touchdown came at the
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla. - 1)09 mark when quarterback
The State Supreme Court Martin Lockard scored from
refused to allow the National four yards out to post the final
Collegiate Athletic score of 28-6 on theboard.
Association to force the The Tiger eighth graders
University of Oklahoma to will host Heath to a 6:30 p. m.
reduce its football' coaching contest in Holland Stadium
- - next Tuesday.
played at South.
The Tigers started off
poorly, losing two fumbles in
the first four minutes of the
contest. The last fumble lost
was recovered on the Tiger 24.
However, the small South
Marshall team could not move
the ball and the Tigers took
over at their own 21.
On the first play froth
scrimmage, Albert Ball
carried 79 yards down the left
sideline for the touchdown and
Robert Santagado ran in the
conversion to give the Tigers
an 8-0 lead with 2:31 left in the
opening period.
Near the end of the first
On Waives
SEATTLE ( AP) - Center
LaRue Martin was placed on
waivets Tuesday by the
Seattle SuperSonics, reducing
.the National Basketball
Association club's roster (0 15.
Martin was acquired from
the Portland Trail Blazers
during the off-season and
under the terms of the deal,
his contract reverts to Por-
tland if no other team picks
him up.
The hoot-it Martin wag the
Blazers' first pick in the 1972
NBA draft and played college
ball at Loyola of Chicago. He
averaged 4.4 poinis and five
rebounds a game last season.
staff.
TOUGH LITTLE MAN-Little Todd Bradshaw was a tough oust, bring down Toes* afternoon in the /Mule Scheers 2/1-6 win
over South Marshall Hers, two Rebels bring binkdown. Other Tigers include Quentin Walls (71), Made Morgenti (SO), Mike Miller
(86) and Al Ball (35).
(Staff Photos by fake Oraniee
Ninth-Inning Rally Keys
Reds To Swee Of Phiis
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI ( AP) - The
Cincinnati- Reds arei _like
bottled lightning. You never
know where or when they'll
strike. --
Manager Sparky Ander-
son's Reds looked like a
beaten team in the ninth, in-
ning of Tuesday's third game
in the best-of-five National
League playoff game against
the Philadelphia Phillies.
The Phillies led 6-4, and had
ace reliever Ron Reed out
there to assure their first
victory in ihIrseries and stave
off elimination. It certainly
'appeared that the Reds' fourth
National League pennant
-clinching -in six years, would
have to wait at least one more
day.
But as the Phillies' pep-
perpot shortstop, Larry Bowa,
would say later, the Reds
never quit. First they bombed
Reed for consecutive homers
by George Foster and Johnny
Bench. Then they bled the
Phillies for the winning run in
a 7-6 pennant clincher.
Reed left after those two
shocking belts over the left
field fence sent a Cincinnati
crowd of 55,407 into a.frenzy.
Gene Garber came in and
gave up a single to pesky Dave
Concepcion. Phillies Manager
Danny Ozark lifted Garber
and sent in 22-year-old
Tommy Underwood.
Underwood, chewing bubble
gum nervously, walked Cesar
Geronimo on four pitches,
advancing - Concepcion to
second.
"I let them sacrifice the
runner without an out,"
Underwood said discon-
solately after the game.
Pinch-hitter Ed Armbrister
sacrificed the runners to
second and third, and Pete
Rose was intentionally
walked. Ken Griffey t who lost
the league batting title on the
final day of the season,
stepped to the plate.
",Be patient, just get the ball
you want to hit," Anderson
had told Griffey.
Griffey, who Probably beats
out more infield hits than any
other National League player,
topped a ball toward first.
Concepcion broke for home.
The ball ticked off first
baseman Bobby T2lan's glove
Ind 'Concepcion streaked
home.
A single, a walk, a sacrifice.
a walk and an infield topper,
and the Phillies were dead.
swept away in three games.
Despite his bitter disap-
pointment, Bowa paid fribute
to the Reds and predicted
they'd blow out the American
, League champions in the
World Series starting
Saturday in Cincinniti.
"There was no luck
involved," said Bowa. -They
had more experience. -They
took advantage of ever
mistake we made. There was
no excuse. We just got beat
They simply don't quit. I feel
sorry for whoever plays them
in the Series., I don't think
there .is a team over there
(American Leaguer who can
compete with them"
Reed let on the floor next to
a trunk in the office off the
clubhouse for at least a half-
hour after the game. He wa,
distraught.
"There is no way you blame
anybody on this club but me
for that loss," said the 6-foot-6
former pro basketball player.
"I made two mistakes, and
there was no excuse in the
world for them. I hung a slider
to Fbster and threw Bench a
high fast ball."
Foster, who went to the
plate in a 1-for-11 slump, said
his eyes lit up when he saw ;he
pitch in the middle of the
plate.
"I had made up my mind to
wait for a good pitch," said
Foster; who hit 29 home runs
in the regular season. He got
it.
Bench, whose .234 batting





Automatic Chef Temperature control
cooks accurately without you watching!
No guesswork-no overgooking.
Until recently, Microwave cooking has been done by
time alone. Then General Electric introduced the Auto-
matic Chef control. It cooks many foods by tempera-
ture, not just by time and it shuts itself oft when the
food is good and ready. There is no more guessing . .
no more watching ... you don't even have to be there.
Also features big 1.3 Cu. ft. capacity, three power







212 1. Main 753-1586
stone 10-year career, said
that :fter Foster's homer had
re ced the Phillies' lead to 6-
5 -I_knew was on tiN.biock,
anted to hit one out more
annacny;t- the Beh Reds' All-Star
tcher, admitted he was
inking about his home run in
the 1972 playoffs against
Pittsburgh that tied the
deciding game in the ninth
inning. The Reds went on to
win that one on a wild pitch.
Someone asked if Bench
could put the two homers in
order of importance.
"No; I can't. It's like apples
and oranges. They were both
great. It's hard to decide."
Griffey said of his game-
winning chopper: "As soon as
I saw it hit off his glove, I
knew. it was _over_ This is
better than any batting
championship," added the
,outfielder who has been
dubbed the infield hacker for
his ability to beat out slow
dribblers.
The champagne still was
pouring in the Reds' clubhouse
when Anderson turned his
thoughts to the World Series.
He announced that left-hander_
Don Gullet I wouldstart for the
Reds regardless of which
team won the American
League pennant, the New







opens jpractice on Friday and
junior center Rick Robey will
find himself in a familiar
position-on the injured list.
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
saia that Robey, who sat out
more than half of last season
with an injured knee, 'has a
strained muscle in his back
and "he's been out of
operation for a while."
Hall added he thinks Robey
will be able to join the rest of-
the squad when practice
begins, "although he'll be
hampered by it (the muscle
strain) a little."
Robey, at 6-foot-10 and 232
pounds, presents an imposing
figure under the basket, and
much of Kentucky's success
will depend on him.
Hall also has all but one
player-Reggie War-
ford-back from his National
Invitation Tournament
championship team last year
and has added three freshmen
from whom he expects great
things.
Still, he is hesitant to say
Kentucky could be. one of the
greatest squads in university
history this season.
"Every year is different.
You just can't tell from what
happened one year that what's
going to happen the next,"
Hall said in an interview.
"Each team has to develop
its own character and until
you get on the floor and get
into combat, you just can't tell
what the character's going to
be," he added.
Certainly, Hall has
everything going for him:
- Robey and 6-10 brake
Phillips, he has much muscle
for the heavy duty under-the-
basket work as any team in
the nation.
-For momentum, his
players need only to look back
at their NIT title and victories
in the final 10 games of the
season.
-For enthusiasm, they
need only view the new civic
center in downtown
Lexington, where they will
open Nov. 27, as the nation's
largest basketball arena with
nearly 23,000 seats. -
"We feel that we're going to
have a good team, but we
don't know if we have the
excellence in any one area to
make us a great team," he
said.
"We feel we'll be very
competitive and we'll get a lot
of effort, but we don't know if
we'll have the scoring
potential or the offensive
firepower to be a team galled
great," he added.
Distributorship
WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH PRESENT EINPLOTIADff
NO SELLING REQUIRED
We are selecting distributors for fast movin* products in Murray
and surroulding counties. These products pubbetzed in newspapers.
TV, magazines, etc.
Twenty year old company will place products in grocery, depart-
ment, drug stores, super markets, gift shops, etc. Distributor will ser-
vice these retail'outlets monthly, requiring approximately 20 hours
mare time per month.
CPA reports $99.00 and up possible profit per day. Figure the in-
come you desire per month. Each location requires $168.00 in-
vestment. You may have 24, 36 or locations. Company secures
locations and isetalls products for you.
This is a bonafide offer and if you are not sincere about owning your
own business, Or do not meet the above financial requirements, let's
hot waste each other's time.
FOR PERSONAL 03NFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW, CALL
MR. RUSS RHODES, PADUCAH, 502-44341751
Today thru Wednesday 9&.m. to 9 p.m.
, Cumming, Ga. (Near Atlanta
Goodyear puts its footriown on prices
Good Deals
ForYour Wheels
Save $280 to $755 Per Tire On
































































Other Sizes Low Priced Too! - Sale ends Thursday night!
RAIN CNECK -if we sell out of your saw we wi issue you a rain cneck. assuring future delivery at the advertisedetice
.•
GOODIVEAR
8 WAYS TO BUY
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer
Credit Plan • Master Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card • Carle Blanche • liners Club





o Our mechanics_ electron-
ically fine-tune your ungine
• New points, plugs h con'
denser • Test charging/
starting systems, adjust car-
buretor • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine* In-
cludes Datsun, Toyota, VW
A tight trurks.
• Up to 2 gallons of coolant
• Plus free belt and hese
inspection
• Phis free coolant
replacement offer
HERE'S WHAT WE DO: We drain and refill youtkcar's radiator with
high-quality coolant (anti-freeze). We inspect the vital belts and
hoses on your car. Then, if a hose leak should' develop any time
between service date (retain your dated invoice) and April 1, 1977,
causing loss of coorant. we will replace the coolant free of charge.
95
6 Cyl. a Add
$4 for cw1 ,
$2 for sir coed
$4 Less for cars
with electronic iggition.
Lube & Oil Change
• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth,'
iluiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• includes light trucks
S 88
Up to 5 Os
of maps brand
10/30 grade oil.
Ask for our Free Battery
Power Cheek
1\




Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. Iona 6:00 P.U. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
-
315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson -
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TOUCHDOWN FOR BALL-Al Boll (35) went 79 yards down the lift side for. touchdown on this play. Other Tigers IAA,
Quentin Walls (71), Tony Herndon (78), Robin Roberts (88), end Doug Mount 014 .
(Staff notes by Mike ereiWiie)
High S`chool Grid Poll
Corbin First, Mayfield
Second And Tigers Third
By MIKE CLARK •
AP Sports Writer ,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP)
Jim Dougherty's football
players at Erlanger Lloyd
have a simple philosophy for
winning football games. So
far, it's working like a charm.
"We kinda got a little slogan
started here, and I think the
kids really believe it,"
Dougherty said. "At halftime,
we'd say, 'the first half was
for fun and the second half is
for keeps.'"
With that in mind, Erlanger
Lloyd rebounded from a 167
halftime deficit to a 22-16 win
over Newport Catholic that
propelled Lloyd to the No. 1
State AAA ranking in the
latest Associated Press high
school football poll.
.The victory was the seventh
in as many starts for Lloyd,
which now needs to defeat
1_ district foes Conner and
Covington Catholic to earn a_loser to Bardstown, dropped
playoff spot. out of the ratings.
• think now the kids realize The No. 1 positions in the
what's within their grasp,"
said the Erlanger Lloyd
coach. "They're not
bigheaded about it, but they
can see that they can win the
ocinferertre, go undefeated and
go to the playoffs, and be
probably the best team in the
history of.Lloyd High School."
The Victory earned
Erlanger Lloyd 12 first place
votes and 147 of a possible 150
points. The Juggeenauts thus
displaced Franklin-Simpson,
which had hell a slim lead in
the State_ AAA rankings the
past two weeks. The Wildcats,
other four polls remained. Boyle County, fifth last
unchanged, with Trinity and week is State AA, fell out of
Harrodsburg gaining the ratings after a 21-20 loss to
unanimous support in Jef-
ferson County and State A,
respectively. Bowling Green
came within one vote of
perfection after downing
Paducah Tilghman 9-7 while
Corbin collected 10 first place
votes to lead the group in State
AA. •
Casualties this week in-
cluded Tilghman, which fell
out of the top five in State
AAAA. Lexington Lafayette,
after a month-long absence,
who defeated Allen Count y49 - rejoined the rankings in fifth.
8, picked up the other three
first place votes :and 137
points.
Newport Catholic fell one
spat to fourth while Danville
moved up two places to third.
Union County took over fifth
place while Elizabethtown,
fourth last week but a 14-0
wir)
Sears elst
111 DOOV RADIAL rtY
s
0
on a set of 4
Steel-Belted
RADIALS
11(11f Mos, hare. one
radial cold ply




Were 137 00 eadi
Call-Sears today lot Radials to fit your Car at Sate Prices
• P11CIS 11/1111 NOV1191111 26 1976
CUT $7.00
`S.*!7,
I IMP Mb 4 liarA








all Sears loday tor a Battey to fit your sort
•81C1 12191111S 0001111 25 1976
99
•iik Wit in
• Prices tff Wolof Procry • • 
Dibrell Insiallihen Ears
Sears i Sebrs Cotal°9 Sales' Offices..406,11..ppkis Ca"
111•FIfff
Grid Poll
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. 1AP ) -
Here are the voting break-
downs in the five classifications




2.Bishop David 7-01 45
3.Seneca 39
i.St. Xavier 1 5-1 ) 36
5.Atherton i 5-2) • 18




1.Bowling Green i&-Oo 141 140
2.Henderson Co. (7-0 1 138
3.Ashland i 5-1 t • 106
4.0'boro Cath.. 5-1 ) 95
5.Lex. Lafayette (5-1) _ Y7
()triers receiving votes, fisted
alphabetically : Boyd 'Co., ?ad.
Tilghman. •
State AAA
I.Erlanger Lloyd i.7-0 t. 12i 147
2.Franklin-Simpson 7-013) 131
3.Danville (6-11 119
4.Newport Cath. 16-1 ) 99
5.Union Co. I5-1) 56
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Glasgow, Matti-
son Central, Meade Co., Shelby
Co., Woodford Co.
State AA
1.C,orbin ( 6-0)i 10) 140
2.Mayfield (6-11(4) 132
3.Murray 15-1) 122
4.Bardstown (6-01( 1) 98
5.Scott Co. (6-1) 95




1.Harrodsburg T 6-1 15 ) 150
2.Ft. Campbell ( 5-1 ) 130
3.Raceland I 5-1) 104
4.Heath ( 5-2) 89
5.Paintsville ( 6-0 ) 73
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Fairview, Lud-
low,. Owen Co., Richmond
Madison, Russellville.
Signed To Contract
SEATTLE (API - Wes
Stock, who pitched nine years
in the majors and coached for
seyeral teams, has been
signed by the Seattle
Mariners, the American
League expansion club an-
nounced Tuesday.
Stock, 42, pitched for
Baltimore and Kansas City.
He appeared in 321 games,
winning 27 and losing 13.
. He wa B coach with Kansas
City, the current Oakland
franchise, in 1967. He was a
minor league instructor with
the New York Mets
organization the folowing two
years and was pitching coach
for the Milwaukee' • Brewers
from 1970 through 1972.
He returned to the A's and
was pitching coach for the
Oakland team from 1973
through the 1976 season, when
his contract expired.
Frankfort and was replaced
by Bardstown, 6-0. In State A,
Pa intsville replaced Owen
County, a 21-8 victim of
Ludlow.
At hert on unranked last
week, took over fifth in Jef-
ferson County after defeating
last , week's No. 5 team,
Manual, 21-7.
Brett's Bat Nullified
By His Poor Fielding
By HAL BOCK ,
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -This is
the tale of two third basemen.
George Brett plays the
position for the Kansas City
Royals: When he made two








Paradise Kennels 21 3
J T l'odd,Used Cars 17 7
Shoemaker Seed Co 13 11
Kt.) i'secl Cars 13 11
Astro Car WWII .13 11
Corvette Lwes 12 12
Harpole's Grocery .. 12 12
Snap-(5 -Tools . 11 13
Carlos Black Jr Painting Cant 9 15
Don't, Auto Repair  8,2 16's
Cruutord's Shell 74s 16‘i
D & D Body Shop - 17
High Team Game t SC)
J T Todd t'sed Cars 611
Paradise Kennels  591
Key Used Cars 590
High Team Game HC f
J T Todd Used Cliirs 819
Dods Auto Repair 809.
809Paradise Kennels 787
High Train Series SC
Paradise Kennels 1700
Don'N Auto Repair & Used Cars 1652
Crawford's Shell - 1669
---- Teem tienea .14C _
Don' s Auto Repair & Used Cars 2354
Craufords Shell
Paradise Kennels












-High Ind Senes • HC
Joan Herndon
!fancy Todd 642
























series against the New York
Yankees, he had a straight-
forward answer. •
"I never said I was a good
fielder," he said. "I'm a good
hitter."
That can be confirmed by
his .333 average, higtiest in the
American League this season,
and six hits in 10 swings
against the Yankees in the
playoffs.
Craig Nettles plays the
position for the Yankees. He
batted .254 during the regular
season but led the American
League in home runs with 32
- half as many as the entire
Royals' club collected. And
during the playoffs, he's been
a virtual vacuum cleaner at
third base, as well as con-
tributing a vital RBI-single in
New York's 5-3. third-game
victory Tuesday night.
And this is the tale of a
double by Lou Piniella - a
ball that got past Brett and
started a Yankee comeback
that wiped out a 3-0 deficit and
beat the Royals in the pivotal
third game.
- The ball was cat chable,-
said Kansas City Manager
Whitey Herzog.
"Definitely catchable,"
agreed Breit. -This year. I
have made some of those
plays and missed some of
them."
He missed this one and a
moment later, Chris Chem-
bliss walloped a two-run
homer that put Yankees back
in the ball game.
Ti.vo innings later, New
York overtook the Royals,
rallying for three runs as
Herzog paraded four relief
pitchers to the mound, trying
to stop them. Thurman
' Munson and Elliott Maddox
had key doubles in the
comeback inning but i was-a
ringing single by Net t les 4 hat
delivered the go-apeadrun.
"That was the Rftgest hit of
my career, " Neet les said. .•
And Herzog's only curn,ment
was somewhat grim.
"The Yankee third baseman




ST. 1A)UIS AP) The new
manager of the St. Louis
Cardinals says the National
League club will be a "run-
ning team."
And in order to utilize the
speed that is available, Vern
Rapp said Tuesday' that
outfielder Lou Brock will take
on --additional duties as a
coach.
"I called Lou on the phone
and he bought the idea in less
than five minutes," the 48-
year-old Rapp said during an
introductory news conference.
••1A)u doesn't make up his
mind on things quickly, but he
jumped at this. He doesn't
make up his mind quickly
except when he's on base and I
hope he continues that."
The 37-year-old Brock, who
was in Cincinnati to watch the
concluding game of the
National League playoffs, is
second on baseball's all-time
list of base stealers with 865
thefts.
"I want somebody with a
positive knowledge of the
National League, the strength
and weakneses of thie other
players," Rapp said. of his
choosing Brock.
this series," he said.
Hash words but they ring
true. Nettles has made some
outstanding defensive plays
and delivered-‘some timely
hits against the Royals. And
while Bretes bat has been
productive, his glove has not.
Brett helped Kansas City
touch up Wock Ellis for three
first-inning runs. -Brett drove
home the first one with a base
hit and then scored the second
on a sacrifice fly by John
Mayberry.
Kansas City starter Andy
Hassler rode the 3-0 lead into
the fourth and then with two
out, Piniella drilled a- ball
between Brett and .the third'
base bag. "Catchable,"
decided Herzog, -but it would
have been an outstanding play
if he made it."
He did not and the Royals
paid dearly for the oversight
when,. Iwo pitches later,
Chambliss homered.
"On a scale of One to ten, I'd
rate this game a four," said
Ellis candidly.
For the Yankees, however,
it was a two - the second of
the three victories they need
to advanee to the World Series
for the first time since 1964.
Catfish Hunter went for the
clincher in today's fourth
game with Larry Gura op-
posing him for Kansas City.
Suggest Site
PORTLAND, Ore. (API -.
General managers in the
North American , Soccer
League have recommended
the Soccer Bowl game for the
NASI. title be held in Portland
next year, according to of- 4

















Automatic thermostat Big 221 ss. in. re-
flector moves heated air 55 ce.




















Protects arid Wears like oil
-base-resists weather, stains,
smog. Yet it's latex-applies
smooth, dries fast; soapy wa-
tpr cleanup. 30 colors &white.
Porcelain On Aluminum
6 QT. SLO-COOKER
Like having a 'ire tn cook, 5 heal settrigs iitdi,isr tor al
day Or Short. term c00n6--iust set at,d 'orget Butter
scotch stoneware-look exterior . gluts Cover, fired or
no-stick inter -or. Pot re-Moves from base folo easy






A durable' scrubbable finish
for kitchen, bath, woodwork,
etc. Resists steam, moisture.
cleans easily. One coat usually
covers. 48 colors, white. Cus-








Choice of 3 sites to. 75 Of 101
watt bulbs Foie ypi bras
1101+60/751100A
LIMIT: One Per Adult Customer
530EA
STOP' IN LOTS of 6_
Furnace FILTERS
Change monthly _10 improve it
fining, save fuel ?Dan".
20x20", 1605', 16a287. 15s287.
14125", Mar. all 1' thick. 1771
••••
Vinyl Runnel
Showcase clant4. in a
iuper-lough vinyl with
performance-proven gri -










1 Polyethylene stays !fallible to 10' be
taw won't crack and let in motsture




Defects heat away from furnishings
leer 11011111. 10 1 41. 1224/52 . 1 69
Baseboard Model 15 25'.
1229/53 3  19
Remington,
"Woodmaster "AUTOMATIC RIFLE 30-06
Solid steel receiver tapped for scope mounts Five popular
calibers. Three rings of steel strength, arourfd the cartridge
head. Du Pont scratc,h -resistant RK-W wood finish. Recoil
absorbing design. Doti nctive secure-grip checkering_ Posi-
tive cross bolt safety. Quick loading five shot clips..742
• '
''We are pleased to announce that Rondo
Clark, bride-elect of Steve Taylor has








MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street q--izae-vc.aa) Phone 753-2571










TOUCHDOWN RUN—Quarterback Greg Morton carries 38 yards down the right sideline for a
touchdown for the Middle School Tigers. Other Tigers in the picture include Jamie Morganti (80),
Steve Walker (77), Tony Herndon (78) and Doug Henry (60).








With Orltm • Acrylic
Pile Trim
'27
Smartly styled with warm quilted lining Self belted styles with Orlon'
acrylic pile trunmed collars, cuffs and bottoms Novelty pocket treat-
ments. Brown, navy, gray and rust. Sizes Ito 19
0.99 ,44
Ladies' Regular Si 99
POLYESTER SCARVES
I Assorted solids and prints in rec-











Actual 12 99 Values
2 pr.- —9
(or 4 88 each pair) •
Choose. from ten different styles . all of machine
washable brushed cotton. Earth tones of tan,- brown.




SKIRTS.SKIRTS .Actual II 99 Values
$ 11
or 7 88 each
. -
Polyester-cotton blends and cotton crinkle fabrics in









Well Ailed of soft, supple polyurethane with nylon lining Four patch
pockets accented with setonbraid. Honey, beige and black. Sizes 36 to 46
Ricky Bell Named As
Offensive Back Of Week
By KEN PETERS ,
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) __
Ricky Bell runs like an out-of-
control locomotive, bulling
over linemen and leaving
defensive backs strewn in his.
wake. But like all power
runners, when he- deals out
physical punishment to
defensive players, he's also
punishing himself.
It, seems, though, that the
University of Southern
California's 6-foot-2, 218-pound
tailback has a great capacity
for taking the pounding that
goes along with carrying the
foot ball 35-plus times a game.
"He's so damn tough it's
frightening," Trojans Coach
John Robinson said. "I took
him out of the Purdue game
when we found out his
shoulder had been Itnocked out
of its socket. H,e jammed it
back in with the other hand
and said, 'Why did you take
me out?'
"He punishes tacklers like
no one I've Seen," Robinson
continued. "You watch all
those defensive players
patting each other on the back
-and shouting, 'We're gonna
stop Ricky Bell.' Then you
watch on the next _play, and
their heads slam into the




durability got an acid test, as
the quarterback called his
number 51 times.
- Bell responded by grinding
out 347 yards — equaling the
second-best performance ever
by a college runner — and
scoring two touchdowns in the
Trojans' 23-14 victory over the
Cougars. The peformance
earned him National College
Back of the Week honors from
The Associated Press.
Robinson, who admits to a
bit of hero-worship in Bell's





Rib Shack 18 6
D-H   15 9
Corvette lanes . 14 10
Tin limes .  14 .10
Bun Ides  14 -10
Bowlers   13 11.
Super Stars  ......il's 12G
Head Pins 11 - 13
Untouchables   JO.. 14_
Lucky Sinker's  9 15
Gene's Body Shop 8 16
Dyn-O-Mites 6“,
High Team Game SC1
Corvette Lanes  726
Tin tizzies.. .  707
124.11 679
High Team Game RC; -
Tin Lanes ....... 623
Corvette Lanes 
Bow1ers 




High Team Series HC
Tin lanies . 3. . . 2307 ,
Corvette Lanes 2298
D-H ...... . ....... .  t35













Loyd Pittenger . .
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Carol Hill . .
Betty Dixon
Vickie Kingins ...






































over ;he Cougars, "His
rushing total speaks for itself.
As far as I'm concerned, he is
(he best football player of all
t ime."
A statistician's error late in
the game Saturday night in
Seattle may have cost Bell The
NCAA single-game rushing
record. The statistics in-
dicated Bell had topped Eric
Allen's NeAA mark of 350
yards, so Bell didn't carry the
last few plays of the contest.
As it was, Bell joined Ron
Johnson at No. 2 on the one-
game rushing list.
Bell is literally making a
runaway out of the college
rushing race this season. Last
season he gained 1,875 yards,
falling just six short of Ed
Marinaro's single-season
mark. But the Trojan senior
already has gained 1,007 yards













HOW AN1 GOING TO TELL_
JUUU 5 ABOUT MY NEW COAT
: BOUGi-IT
in five games this fall and
needs to average just 145 -
yards per game the rest of the
way to top Marinaro's record.
Bell said he gets excited
during games and doesn't
even notice bow many times
he carries the ball.
"You get caught up in the
game when you're playing and
don't realize things like that,"
he remarked. "I don't mind
carrying the ball 51 times. As
O.J. Simpson said, I have no
plans to join a union."
Bell, who also won Back of
the. Week honors once last
season, this week edged
running back James
McDougald of Wake Forest
and quarterbacks Terry
McFarland of McNeese State,
Rodney Allison of Texas Tech,
Tommy Kramer of Rice, Tim
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44E SEEMS TO THINK I
BELONG BACK IN SCHOOL
/0 -
  CI-4, HOW Ti-4RILUNG IT 5
TO HAVE. A ̀ADUNG /ON G4LL ON ME'?' NO
WOULD )0/LtKETO TURK) 5014e' THANKS—
LI'L, GALS li\lrOTOAD5 ?—
CR VICE-VERSA
MHATTORNEW HERE.




















HE HASN'T MEN IN A G000
r/1000 SINCE THE PUNC
RAN OUT AT OUR WEDDING
"--\ RECEPTION
MEN3E >It:YE) L-IlG T-0 DANCE, rr
HeR55-c3NE DRACULA_)
TAUGHT ME—
Shop Around the World•Shop Around the World•Shop Around the World
The Murray Rotary Club Presents an
International Bazaar
Sale and Auction
Murray High School Gymnasium
Thursday Night.
Oct. 14th
Doors Close at 6 p.m.
White: Items for Sale as Marked
Green: Items for Auction
44
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Tennessee Valley Wilderness School Helps Young People
Dealing with ttie unique
•problems of wilderness living
is helping young People
enrolled in the Tennessee
Valley Wilderness School gain
confidence in their own
abili!ies. -
The program, which is
sponsored by the Mid-
Cumberland Human
Resources Agency of Ten-
nessee, was begun after a
group -of county judges
decided that a wilderness
experience would help develop
self-reliance, leadership
Sanders Promoted
In U. S. Air Force
RAPID CITY, S. D.—An
official at Ellsworth AFB, S.
D., has announced the
promotion of Craig E. Sanders
to senior airman in the U. S.
Air Force.
Airman Sanders, _whose
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Sanders of 821 N. 19th
St., Murray, Ky., is a missile
facilities specialist with a unit
of the Strategic Air Command.
The airman is a 1974
graduate of Murray High
School. His wife, Mary -is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Watson, Rt. 7, Murray. 14'
MSU News To
Hold Open House
The Murray State News will
hold its annual open house
from 8-9:30 a. m. Saturday,
Oct. 16, in conjunction with
other Hopecoming activities
at Murray State University.
The open house, sponsored
by the Department of Jour-
nalism and Radio and
Television, will be in Room
111, Wilson Hall. It will be
open to the public, with a
special invitation to former
journalism students and
alumni.
Free coffee and donuts will
be offered, along with a slide
presentation explaining the
weekly publication process of
the News. There also will be
an opportunity to tour the
facilities in Wilson Hall, ac-
cording to Dr. H. McGaughey
III, department. chairman.
Facult adviser to the
Murray State News is Tom
Farthing, and the editor-in-
chief is Babette Morgan of
Advance, Mo. They, along
with other staff members, will
be available to answer
questions about „the
newspaper's operation.
The Murray State News is a
laboratory publication for
journalism students at MSU
and has a paid staff of more







have blue lights in their cars
regardless of who owns ill(
car, according to an opinion
from the state Attorney
General's Office.
The opinion, issued by
Charles W. Runyan, assistant
deputy attorney general, was
in answer ,to a letter from
apt. William J. Wright, of the
Fort Thomas police depart-
ment. Capt. Wright had asked
whether deputies could
display,-blue lights on psivate
cars.
Runyan noted that , lawful
deputies included all those
filling regular deputy
positions as authorized by
orders of the fiscal court.
"Thus full-time, paid deputies
can drive their own vehicles, if
authorized by the sheriff, in
performing their official
duties of law enforcement;
and such vehicles should have
blue lights."
It does not matter "whether
the vehicle is owned by the
county, the sheriff, a deputy or
some other person or cor-
poration" he noted, as long as
it either is, used by a lawful
deputy in the performance of
his official duties br as an
emergency vehicle.
New, British Train
British Rail has developed
an "advanced passenger
train" that can reach speeds
up to 155 mph on existing
railway tracks. Funding of $50
million is being arranged for
construction of the first three
trains which will go into
service. in 1978. One hour will
be cut from the 5-hour trip
between London and Glasgow.
abiht, and maturity in un-
derachieving rural youths.
Participants are chosen on the









Wilson. Land Between The
Lakes, TVA's • outdoor
recreation and environmental
education center in west
Tennessee and Kentucky,
provides the wilderness
setting for the school alid the
agency is assisting the
counties in funding the first
year's program.
The • program is being un-
dertaken by the counties in an
effort to- meet the needs of
local young people who, for
various reasons, lack con-
fidence in their own abilities.
Program instructors ex-
perienced in wilderness ac-
tivities assist the students in
mastering, outdoor skills and
improving their physical
conditioning. Students quickly
learn that they are competing
only against themselves and
1he alone are responsible for
Itit extent of their ac-
complishments.
Ac!ivities during the
which range from 10
to 017 days, include rock
climbing and rappelling,
backpacking, traveling in
unfamiliar areas with map
and compass, white water
canoeing, cave exploration,
and a ten-mile marathon hike.
Each youth also spends three
days alone in the wilderness
with minimum food and
shelter.
"The' Tennessee Valley'
Wilderness School is not an
easy Course," says Mike Sain,
program director for the Mid-
Cumberland Human
Resources Agency. It is
rigorous and physically and
emotionally. demanding. But
for the individual who makes
it through, the school is
rewarding and beneficial — a
once-in-a-lifetime ex-
perience.'
Eighteen young men and
women have completed two
courses already offered by the
school, and a third session is
scheduled for inid-Octobes.
Participants who finish the
course are awarded cer-
tificates, and a brief weekend
refresher course is aVailable
to those who Complete, the
formal program but wish to
renew their skills.
The Tennessee Valley
Wilderness School is one of 28
such schools. now in operation
throughout the world. Only
eight of these schools are
located in the United States.
TVA is participating in the
school as part of its overall
program of helping local
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.










New Shipment Sleeping Bags
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it contains 2 fl. on. gun Woo, 2 fr oz. mita cloone,
stool wool, polishing elation's' spoliator. Kit hot RI
strvetions inside cover. 'AN thil necessary nouns to
rotor* your Ion to lgs4 WNW condition. Kit is mode or
high impoclithestk, biddy to iso rand home end shop
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Boy M: McIntilsh, 70, a
resident of 115 West North
Street , Mayfield, died
unexpectedly at 11:15 p.m.
Monday at his home.
Mr. McIntosh retired after
being associped with the L.S.
Anderson Motor Company,
Mayfield, - for thirty-five
year, and in recent years had
been engaged in real estate
management.
He was a veteran of World
War!!, having served with the
U. S. Navy. M,r. McIntosh was
a member of the First Baptist
Church.
Surviving are his"wife, Mrs.
Martha -McIntosh, two
daughters, Mrs. Lenora Ann
I.igon, of Murray, and Miss
Sally McIntosh, at home, two
sisters. Mrs. Lee Potts,
Kirltsey , and Mrs. Daisy Belle
‘Vb4ienton, Mayfield, and two
grandsons.
Services will be conducted
at two p.m. today at the Byrn
Funeral Chapel, Mayfield.
Officiating is Rev. John
Fluffman. Burial will be in
Highland Park Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers are
Wayne Hubbard, Otis Gary,






Fleetwood B. • Rogers, a
native of Calloway County,
died Tuesday in Paducah at
the age of 70.
Mr. Rogers, who lived at 510
Oaks Road in Paducah, was a
retired marine engineer and
had been employed with
Arrow Transportation of
Sheffield, Ala.
He was a member of the
Paducah Masonic_ _Lodge
where- he was a 32-degree
Mason, the Oaducah Eastern
Sir, the Paducah Elks Lodge
and the Oddfellows. He
organized the first Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in McCracken County.
He is survived by two
daughters, MtS. Silverine
Merrill, Paducah, and Mrs.
Laura Martin,- Bridgeport,
Ky.; '.three sons, Harry
Thomas of Paducah, Boyce
_Cole of Cumberland, Md., and
James Talmage of Bowling
Green; and three brothers,
Rex of Paducah, Kelly of
Lexington and -Pat of
Cincinnati, Oh. -- "Nine
grandchildren and two great-
grandenQdren also survive.
Funeral services will be
held at the Roth Funeral
chapel in Paducah at 2 p.m.
Friday with Steven
Baughman officiating. Burial
will, follow in Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens.' Masonic
services are scheduled for
7:30 p. m. Thursday.
Funeral Tonight
For Gladis Jones
The funeral for Glatiis Jones
of 203 North Second Street,
Murray, will be held tonight
Wednesday) at seven p. m, at
the Freewill, Baptist Church
with Rev. Richard Drew.
Prior to the funeral services
the wake will be held at 'six p.
m. at the church. -
Burial will be Thursday at
9:30 a. m. at the Murray City
Cemetery with the Rutledge
Funeral Home in charge of
— arrangements.
Mr. Jones, age 89, died
Saturday afternoon' at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Catherine
Jackson of Chicago, Ill., and a
host of other relatives.
Bean Supper Planned
At Martin's Chapel
The annual bean supper at
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will be held
.Saturday, October 16, "with
serving to start at 5:30 p.m.
Prices will be $1.50 for
&hills and 50 cents for
children with a charge Of 25
cents for extra pieces of pie.
Entertainment will be at
7:30 p. m. ,-featuring Mrs.
Treva Mathis of the Murray
State - Home Copornies
Department. The tterneof her
program will be "The.
Birthday of America,"
according to Rev. Charles M.
Morris, minister .of the
church.
Conference On Experiences In
Mental Retardation Is Slated
A conference on field-based ex-
periences in mental reteedation for
higher education faculty in the area will
be conducted at the Excepticon-
Outwood Campus near Dawson Springs
on Thursday, Oct. 14. .
Peggy Pack, the liaison coordinator
at Outwood said faculty members in
the College of Human Development and
Learning at Murray State University
are among those who have been invited
to participate.
ider the terms of an affiliation
ag
e
ment between Murray State and
Except icon, Inc., a private. firm which
operates the facility, students function
as staff members during an, in-
terdisciplinary field experience on the
224-acre campus in the northwest
corner of Christian County.
The fourfold purpose of the meeting
on Oct. 14, according to Miss Pack, is:
—To_ familiarize faculty with the
facility and programs at Outwood.
—To inform faculty about funds being
provided by the Pennryile Region of the
Area Health Education System ( AHES)
and guidelines for use of the money.
ACCEPTS AWARD — Gov. Julian Carroll was presented an award
designating him as an honorary member of the Chicago chapter of the
Colonels association during the luncheon hosted by the Murray Chamber
of Commerce board of directors here Monday. Making the presentation is
William E. Moffett (standing). At left looking on is Chamber president Dr.
Harry M. Sparks who acted as emcee for the event.
Band . . .
(Continued from Page 11
Nashville has won this award for the
past four years.
Last year Lexington Lafayette High
School, George Rogers Clark High, and
Murray High were judged in that order
over MeGavock in the finals in which
only four bands participated.
Band enthusiasts from all over the
nation will be at the contest to observe
the high-quality bands and to study
each presentation. This contest has
been noted for setting trends in
marching band techniques.
A television special will be produced
by Opryland productions that will
feature the eight finalists and will be
presented at a later date in several
cities.
"To participate 'in .this event is an
honor for us," Band Director Sills said.
"We will have an opportunity to appear
in company with Some of the finest
marching bands in the world as Well as
witness some of their- perkarmances.
We know our students will give it their
best and that's all we ask," he
concluded.
The Murray High Band Boosters Club
will take buses to the concert on
Saturday, October 16, at Murfreesboro,
Tenn., and on Saturday, October 23, to
Memphis, Tenn •
Reservations for seats on the buses
may be, made with. Art Jewell,
telephone 7'3,6100. Cost for the trip to
Murfreesboro will be $7.00 per person




The Murray City School Board will
meet in regular session Thursday, Oct.
14, at 7:30 p. m., according to an agenda
released today.
Included on the agenda for discussion.
and action will be consideration of bids
on musical instruments, a suggested
policy, concerning the family rights and
privacy pet, consideration of a request
from Carlos Bailey, personnel
recommendation, school visitation, and
the superintendent's report.
—To give students and faculty an
opportunity to discuss advantages of
field-based learning as previously
experienced at Outwood.
—To plan for increased faculty and
student involvement.
Dr. Elisabeth Zinser, associate
coordinator of area health education
with the Kentucky Council on Public
. Higher Education, and Larry Fowler,
AHES Pennyrile Region coordinator,
will be present at the meeting to discuss
AHES guideline&
Except icon-Outwood is a residential
institution which primarily serves a 37-
county area in West Kentucky. It is a
total-care environment with a
population that ranges from, the mildly
retarded to the severely and profoundly
retarded.
Excepticon, Inc., signed a two-year
contract with the Commonwealth of
Kentucky Aug. 1, 1975, for the operation
and maintenance of the facility of
Outwood, which has been an institution
for the mentally retarded since the
state took ownership from the U. S.
Veterans Administration in 1962.





Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Librarian
of the Calloway County Public Library,
has been elected to the office of
secretary-treasurer of the Public
library section of the Kentucky Library
Association for.the year of 1977.
The KLA convention was held
October 7 and 8 at the Holiday Inn
Convention Center in Lothsville. The
Public Library Section's in-coming
president will be Bill Bolte, librarian at
Bowling Green Public Library, and in-
coming vice-President will be Mile
Averdick of Kenton County Public
Library.
Others attending the convention from
the local library were 'Mr. and Mrs.
Max Hurt, Dr. and Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud, Mrs. Martha Broach, and
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, trustees;
Judge Robert 0. Miller; Carolyn
Adams, Bookmobile Librarian, and
Diane Johnson, senior clerk, along with
Mrs. Trevathan, staff members; Miss




The cities of Murray and Glasgow
received a joint award for their
outstanding solid waste disposal
systems during the First Governor's
Conference on the Environment in
Louisville Oct. 9.
The award was the only dual award of
24 presented to industries, public'
utilities, individtia4 and groups in the
state. who have, Made noteworthy
contributions to protection Of the
environment.
John E. Scott, mayor of Murray,
accepted the award from Gene Peter,
deputy secretary for finance and
, 
_Deaths and Funerals I
Ezra J. Marrs Is
Dead At Age 77
Services for Ezra J. Marrs,
77, 235 Charleston Ave., Lone
Oak, *ill be Thursday at 11
a.m. at Lindsey Funeral
Chapel, Paducah.
Rev. Willie Henson will
.officiate and burial will be in
Puryear, Tenn., Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Gene
Dunlap, Larry Dunlap,
Everett Dunlap, Kevin Little,
Keith Little, Charles Norman
and Chuck Norman. •
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Marrs, a retired
contractor and a native of
Tennessee, died Sunday about
10:30 p.m. of an apparent
heart attack at the home of a
daughter.
He is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Marie
Norman of St. Clare Shores,
Mich., Mrs. Moease Dunlap
and Mrs. Sue Little,„ both of
Paducah; two brothers, J. W.
Marrs of Springfield, Tenn.,
and Dotson Marrs ornorida;
four sisters, Mrs. Mary
Winchester, Mrs. Clada Jones
and Mrs. Betty Simmons, all
of Springville, Tenn., and Mrs.





Funeral services for Miss
Mavis Darnell of 305 South
Sixth Street, Murray, are
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapeltmf the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Jerrell White officiating
and Gus Robertson, Jr., as
soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
J. L. Barnett, Leroy Barnett,
Ted Wilson, Hardy Outland,
,Phil Wilson, and Steve
Barnett. Burial will be in the
Old Salem Cemetery.
Miss Darnell, age 70, died
Tuesday morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was born
January 17, 1906, in Calloway
County and was the daughter
of the late Charlie D. and
Hont us Hut lins Darnell.
An employee of the Boone
Laundry and Cleaners, Miss
Darnell is survived by one
brother-in-law, George Out-
land, one nephew, Hardy
Outland, and four nieces, Mrs.
Leroy Barnett, Mrs. Ted
Wilson, Mrs. Glen Johnston,
and Mrs. Paul VonSchoech, all
of Murray and Calloway
County.
administration in the state Department
for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection.
"Our winners, the cities of Glasgow
and Murray, have more than any other
communities in the state, been most
responsive to the need for an efficient
and invironmentally conscious solid
waste disposal area," said Peter. The
landfills in koth Murray and Glasgow
have met inspection successfully and
complied with all regulationo. ,̀Instrring
the highest health standards, a
beautiful landscape and a high quality
of life in the community," he added.
Purchase Area Anderson To
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Oc-
_ober
.
 13. 1976. 
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
!tenor Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 566 Est. 300 Barrbws
Gilts .25- 501oiver Sows steady 1 Slower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. -
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 
US 3-4260-260 Ibis  
Sowl- -
US 1-2 270-350Ibs  
US 1-3 300-50011:is
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 18 00-21 00
LAlEDAT,
Kentucky Lake, 7 a HI
up 0.2.
Below dam 301.8, upil



















Low' wholesale be.f -71ce5
have forced a g,rowiti,- lber
of Kentucky beef .c far-
mers to sell their t,,9-4.s- in
favor of other agri ural
efforts and has resul,te !ri an
increase in the st;-17,, net
farm income, accor& r;k, k the
U.S. Dena. ,mey of
Agriculture.
USDA statistics the
average Kentucky tell; an-
nual income rose frrf, $t




Party candidate for president,
is scheduled to arrive at
Barkley Field in Paducah on
Oct. 20 at noon.
A press- conference will be
held with Anderson, who is a
native of Pigeon Forge, Tenn.,
and a motorcade through (he-
Jackson Purchase counties is
scheduled.
•..0
IP.' AM S2/04 Onkee;•
Prices of st&cks pf local interest at
noon today furnished- to the Ledger &
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HOUSE DAMAGED—A house owned by Robert Hornsby, 813 Olive, was heavily
damaged by fire Tuesday afternoon at 2:20. The cause of the fire was not known by
firemen, who said damage was mainly in the rear section of the house.
Staff Photo by David 11111
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp.. of
Murray, are as follows,
Heublem Inc. 47 unc
mcDonaids Corp. ..... . 53*i -1% '
. Ponderosa Systems .. +
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convoy of five trucks loaded with
apparently unarmed soldiers passed
his apartment, banging drums and
cymbals, and other army trucks were
entering the capital with soldiers
waving red banners.
The death of Premier Chou En4ai
last January set off a power struggle in
Peking between moderates supporting
his program of domestic peace to foster
economic development and Chiang
Clang's radical faction demanding a
militant campaign for the eradication
of the remnants of capitalism.
Foreign observers said the reports of
the purge indicate that Hua, a question
mark since he was elevated to the
premiership in April, is siding with the
moderates. They viewed this as a
promise of continued detente with the
United States and the West.
Chinese Troups Round Up A Number
Of Radicals As Purge Is Continued
LONDON AP, — Chinese troops
rounded up a number of radicals at
Peking University in an apparent
extension of the purge that began with
the arrest of Mao Tse-tung's widow, the
-London Daily Telegraph reported today
from Peking.
Daily Telegraph correspondent Nigel
Wade, who sent the first news report
from Peking of the purge, said sources
in the Chinese capital told him troops on
Tuesday surrounded a university
building in which leftist writers lived
arid worked. He said it was not known
how many were arrested.
Japanese reports from Peking said
Mao's 62-year-old fourth wife, Chiang
Ching, and more than 30 other leaders
of the radical faction of the Chinese
Communist party have been arrested in
a purge by Premier Hun Kuo-feng that
began last Thursday.
The Japanese reports said the
radicals were accused of trying to
make Chiang Ching her husband's
successor - as Communist party
chairman by forging his will and
directives issued under his name
during the last six months of his life.
Mao died Sept. 9, and Japan's Kyodo
news service reported Tuesday night
from Peking that a goverment
spokesman announced that Hun had
been-- named party chairman. Ht4's
elevation was reported last weekend by
wall posters in Peking, but Hsinhua, the
official Chinese news service, was still
referring to him as premier in
broadcasts Tuesday night.
No violence was reported in
connection with the purge. But the
Daily Telegraph correspondent said a
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT—These Murray High Cheerleaders were
caught in the act of trying to build a pyramid (left), in which they almost
succeeded. But then the girls were back down to earth The
cheerleaders at left are: bottom row (left to right) - Shara Toon; Regina
Bumphis; Elirabeth Whitmer; Laurie Crass: and Emily Gore. Second row
Gwen Purdom; Becky West; Mary 'Smock; and Amanda Holt. Third row.
Stacey Overby; De Ann Thornton; and Debbi Henry. Top row Sharon
Outland Jill Austin; and jenny Francis.







Hundreds of Sensational New Fall Sweaters
Regularly '1 1 to s14 Now $8 Only at Minnens !
MI nr: WM Murray-Bel Air Center. Open Nights and Sundays
Fair Skies Dominate Nation
By The Associated Press
Vair skies and seasonably. cool
icmperatures dominated most of the
1-.alioncAirly today.
Some high clouds covered much of
the Gulf Coast, the northern Rockies
wid an area from the Great Lakes into
the upper half of the MLssissippi Valley.
A few sprinkles were reported in parts
1 Minnesota, Wisconsin, Upper
Michigan and southern Florida, but the
remainder of the nation was clear.
Temperatures werevgain on the cool
side along the Atlantic Coast, with 40s
reaching as far south as northern
Florida, and 30s as far south as North
Carolina. _—
Temperatures in the KU also
prevailed across the northern Plains,
and readings in the 50s were common
elsewhere, except for some 605 and 70s
in the southern sections of Texas and
Florida and in the desert southwest.
The forecast for today called for cool
temperatures from the northern Plains
across the upper Great Lakes into parts
of northern and western New England.
It will turn cooler from the Ohio Valley
across the lower Great Lakes
The rest of the nation will be mild
except for cool ,weather across the
southern intermountain region through
much of the southern Plains, and some
warm temperatures in parts of
Southern California. Skies will be fair
or sunny throughout the nation, except
for southern Florida and northern
Maine, where partly cloudy skies will
be accompanied by a chance of
scattered showers.
 /Mr
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made thru this sale and
sae 7 8x10 Color
enlargement"mode from
'color negative only
Limit 2 $1 89.a
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one $10 purchase. Choice of
one on Senior Citizens card.
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Prices effective through Tues-
day, October 19th in Jonesboro
Quantity right reserved Copy
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SAVE UP TO 40% ON
PORCELAIN FINE CHINA
CHOOSE FROM 4 PATTERNS









VALUABLE COUPON WORTH $2.00
towards the perches. et
SERVING PLATTER
Orr Reg. D t Pile• 
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HOLLAND
FLOWER BULBS
Irmri one Good t hrough Tuesday Ck. o




lovivils the purch9e ol„imataall sal lilt
Indran Summer
APPLE CIDER
Inn i one Good through Tuesday Oct.
be' Ittlr Produce Dept only
COST CUTTER COUPON
PILLSBURY
PIE CRUST MIX3., 0,1119
Pkg.
this coupon Lrns,1 one Good
Through Tuesday October Ith



























ORDER 3 TO S DAYS AHEAD
.35 LB TO 150 LB AVG
Hindquarters LB 89c
125 le TO 150 LB AVG
Forequarters 69c
270 LB TO 300 LB AVG













US Gorr GRADED CROZE
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one $10 purchase. Choice of
one on Senior Citizens card.
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef
T-BONE STEAK
U S Gov't Graded Choice
1




































One taste is worth a thou-
sand words. U.S. Gov't.
Graded Choice Kroger
Beef meets U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture qual-
ity specifications I.,-




grain-fed to be more fla-
vorful and juicy .. is
triple-trimmed of excess
fat, bone and waste before
weighing and pricing ...
and is guaranteed for total
satisfaction or your money
refunded.
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More and more home
owners are becoming aware of
the protection .provided by
"fire detectors" for the home,
but few home owners are
really aware of the differences
in the types of detectors
available.
With the increase In con-
sumer demand, more of these
devices are now readily
available at retail outlets, but











offers the earliest warning
and perhaps the best
protection. Basically, the
device senses gases in the air,
therefore providing a fire
warning on the gases given off
from a fire often long before
smoke builds up and certainly
way before the flames become
intense enough to set off a
thermal detector. ..
The photo-electric detector,
often called a smoke detector,
is activated by smoke — even
minute quantities that may be
invisible to the naked eye —
breaking a beam of light. This
type of detector is considered
by fire departments and by
several studies to be equal in
quality to the ionization type.
Less desirable detectors are
the flame-heat and thermal
types. The area in which these
detectors are located must be
fairly well involved in flames
before they will sound a
warning. These devices are
recommended for use as a
secondary part of a protection
system and shall be installed
in garages, furnace rooms and
kitchens.
For primary protection, and
as a basic beginning to a home
fire protection system, the
Institute recommends that all
homes have at least one
ionization or photo-electric
device located on the ceiling
immediately outside of
bedrooms. If the home owner
desires greater protection,
then the basic system can be
augmented by flame-heat
and-or thermal operated
devices located in the kitchen,
garage and furnace rooms.
The next stepup in improved
home fire protection, ac-
cording to fire departments,
would be for the home owner
to have all of the various
detecting devices wired
together so that if one is set off
all of the devices in the system
will sound a warning.
The sensitivity of the
ionization and photo-electric
devices makes them un-
desirable for use in kitchen,
garage or furnace room. But it
is exactly this sensitivity that
makes them most desirable
for use near bedrooms where
the earliest possible warning
of a fire is necessary.
Each of the four basic types
of detectors. is.available from
several different manufac-
turers and usually with one of
three choices of power.supply:
battery, alternating current
and a combination system.
Most battery-operated





that will indicate low battery
voltage. These detectors will
warn the home owner. when
the batteries are ready for
and become unprotected wJen
the batteries finally fpil. An
additional disadvantage of
this type of power source is
that some or the types of
batteries aSed are difficult to








v• Plenty Of ebtor
Plenty Of Sun
1,/ Plenty Of Good
Food
V Plenty Of Fun
R.F.D. No. 3 Gatlinburg, Tenn. '37738"Ls
For Reservation Call Collect (615) 436-9333
pensive to replace. Battery-
operated detectors, generally,
are more expensive for the
retail customer, but as long as
the batteries are maintained
in good order these detectors
provide excellent fire
protection.
Alternating current or plug-
in types of power sources for
home fire detectors are
probably the type most
generally available and least
expensive for the public to
purchase. These devices will
be ineffective during power
outages, however; and, in
areas susceptible to severe
storms and frequent power
failures, they may be less than
desirable.
A popular misconception
about plug-in type fire
detectors is that they are
likely to be rendered useless in
the event of an electrical
system fire. However, ex-
tensive testing by the NFPA
and others indicates that it is
unlikely that all circuits in a
home electrical fire will be
destroyed before a fire
detector with this type of
power supply sounds the
warning, particularly if more
than one detector is in use
There is at least one
manufacturer now marketing
a detector that uses both
batteries and alternating
current for a power source.
This type is perhaps the most
expensive, but it does seen to









replacement; however, it is policies for the installation
possible to miss this warnin /rand maintenance of home fire
detectors, and many com-
panies are considering
discounts.
The Institute cautions that
the home owner should pur-
chase only detectors that have
been approved, or listed, by
Underwriters' Laboratories
and-or Factory Mutual. The
deviCes frequently can be
installed by the home owner,
but the manufacturer's in-
structions should be closely
followed. .
Finally, building code
requirements on the in-
stallation of fire detectors
vary greatly from area to
area. It would be best to check
with your building department
about code restrictions of
these- devices prior to pal--
chase.
Too Many Dogs
This country needs a birth
control program for dogs,
declares Dr. Robert M.
Goldwyn, Brookline, Mass.,
physician. He maintains that
is the practical way to .cut
down on cases of dog bite.
Dr. Goldwyn estimates that
at least 1 million persons,
molt of them under 12 years of
age, are bitten annually.
There are simply too many
dogs, he says, and their
proliferation should be cur-
bed.
Our National Shame
The United States ranked
fifth out of 87 nations in
assassinations and
assassination plots from 1948
to 1967, according to findings
in 1968 by the National
Commission on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence.
Only Korea, Cuba, Iran and
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Identifying The Gifted Child:I.Q. Tests Don't Reveal All
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Pretend for a moment that
you have been asked to pick
the child or children who
should be in a gifted program.
Three students have applied.
Student A, a 10-year old, has
already had an original paper
accepted by the American
Association of Math-
ematicians. His I.Q.
score is well above the genius
level.
Student B, who comes from
a *lingual family, has an
estimated I.Q. score
significantly below the norm.
His teachers consider him
slow, at best, and he
frequently withdraws into a
fantasy world.
Student C, a girl with an I.Q.
score slightly above the norm,
wants to teach dancing.
Although she likes to visit
museums, she had a behavior
problem in school and dropped
out at the age of 10.
If you chose Student A, Mike
Grost, you were right in line
with the choice of most
teachers attending workshops
on identifying gifted children.
Grost, a child prodigy in math,
earned his masters degree at
the age of 14.
And, along with most
workshop participants you
also probably turned down two
other gifted students: Student
B, Albert Einstein, and
Student C, Isadore Duncan,
world famous modern dance
artist and choreographer.
"The point of this exercise is
to show the problems in
identifying gifted-talented
children," said Charmian
Sperling, state coordinator for
gifted-talented programs.
-Many gifted children are left
out because giftedness is
usually defined only as in-
tellectual abilityt which is
then identified Primarily by
achievement and I.Q. scores
and teacher nominations."
The U. S. Office of
Education considers five
areas of human achievement





—Talent in the visual or
performing arts;




novative or creative reasoning
ability, problem-solving
ability and original or
productive thinking;
—Kinesthetic skills such as
expressive and artistic
movement or manipulative
skills such as those used in
sculpture or mechanics.
Isadora Duncan illustrates
the necessity of broadening
the definition of giftedness.
Albert Einstein illustrates the
necessity of revising iden-
tification methods. Existing
methods.' a, not measure his
particular kind of insight and
crebtive thinking. Nor do they
take into account the children
who like Einstein are
educated in a language dif-
ferent from the one their
parents speak — and which
they themselves may speak at
home.
"Since I. Q. tests were
validated on white, middle
class, suburban children, they
are culturally biased as well
as verbally biased," Sperling
said. "There's a myth that
only . black children are af-
fected by the bias of I.Q. tests,
but anybody who hasn't been
in the mainstream of
American educational life
would really be discriminated
against—the rural child, the
urban child, the bilingual
child."
To change this situation,
Sperling and representatives
of the North Carolina and
Louisiana departments of
education developed a new
identification model for gifted
students.
This model discusses gifted
characteristics other than
highly developed verbal
ability and takes into account
both children in the main-
stream and those who are
"cultorally, different."
Also, Sperling said, it tends
to reduce subjective
evaluations based on such
things as whether a child is
neat, clean and cooperative.
Instead, it focuses attention on
specific behavior and par-
ticiaar.skillS.
Recap Of '72 Vote
What will the voter turnout
be like in the 1976 Presidential
election? Perhaps previous
figures will offer a workable
guideline.
Of the 39 million people in
the 55-plus age bracket at the
time, 67 per cent voted in the
1972 presidential election. For
voters under 25, the figure
dropped to 49.6 per cent, but
for all the voters under 30, 53
per cent appeared.
The Urge Matters
The U. S. armed services
offer 400 different kinds of
jobs. But you have to want
them now. The military draft
ended in 1973. Today's recruits
are doing something they
want to, rather than
something the law says they
have to do. Many observers
predict better, more efficient
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Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion
Regular or Hert131 10oz 99C
Vasoline Intensive Care' Bath Beads 9c
Regular 15oz
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WASTE TREATMENT OPERATION RECOGNIZED—The secondary waste water treat-
ment unit at Westvaco's Wickliffe mill is located within the dotted line area indicated
by the arrow. The facility, which covers 200 acres and has a 28-day retention time, in-
cludes two oxidation lagoons (white areas) and a large stabilization lagoon im-
mediately adjacent to the river.
Waste Water Treatment
Operation Recognized
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. — lagoon and are not returned to
The secondary waste water- theriver:
treatment operation at
Westvaco Corporation's pulp
and papermaking facility at
Wickliffe, Kentucky has been






for 1976" was presented to
Westvaco by Herman D.
Regan, president-elect of the
association, during the recent
WPCA annual meeting in
Chat tar.00ga.
The award was accepted for
Westvaco by Dean R. Meyers
who served as technical
service superintendent at
Wickliffe during the period
when the treatment plant was
constructed.
In presenting the award,
Regan noted that the West-
vaco operation ihas tied for
first place with Ashland Oil
Company and that for the first
time in the history of the
recognition program two first
place awards were being
made..
Meyers, in his' acceptance,
said that, "More than
anything, this award sym-
bolizes the cooperation bet-
ween Westvaco's . en-
vironmental protection effort
at, Wickliffe and the water





"In our relationship over the
years with the Kentucky
regulatory staff," he noted,
we had the confidence that
we were at all times dealing
viith the highest- degree of
integrity and professionalism.
As we Went about the task of
setting our goals for water
quality at Wickliffe, we knew
that we could depend fully on
the direction, advice and
council of the people in Frank-
fort."
The Wickliffe secondary
waste treatment unit, con-
structed at a cost of nearly $4
million, reduces through
oxidation the biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD) of the
effluent. The operation
also reduces remaining
suspended solids in a large
stabilization lagoon.
The Wickliffe mill utilizes
between 25 and 30 million
gallons of water from the
Mississippi River daily. This
raw water must also be
treated extensively by the mill
before it can be used in the
paper-making process. The
, pre-use treatment in the
removal of approximately 20
tons daily of suspended river
solids. These materials are
then diverted to a sludge
Natifenal Pastime
Last year more than 20
states raised some kind of
taxes. Four raised personal
income taxes, one raised sales
taxes, and eight raised
gasoline taxes.
More Millionaires
There are an estimated
240,000 millionaires — or one
for every 900 Americans — in
the U.S. today. That compares
with 100,000 in 1972 and 121,000
in _1969. Inflation and a
generally higher standard of
living are cvedited with the
sharp increase.
The entire water treatment



























Society Fall ;Trip Is Planned
The 19th Annual Jackaon sub >cribed.
Purchase Historical Society The chartered bus will leave
Fall Trip will visit Middle Paducah Greyhound Station
Tennessee this year. As usual, at 6:00 a. m.; Mayfield Bus
ce......munter Hancock mid his Station at 6:40 a. m.; Murray
wife, Christine, will handle all Bus Station at 7:20 a. m.
details. Benton riders MUST board
Highlights of the Saturday, this year at Paducah,
October 30th event will include Mayfield, or Murray since the
visits to Stones River National southern itinerary will not
Battleground Park near pass through Marshall
Murfreesboro, the Sam Davis County.
Home & Shrine near Smyrna; Kentuckians fought on both
Fort Nashboro; and the Old sides during the crucial
City Cemetery, both of the engagement at Stones River.
latter in Nashville. Of particular interest will be
This year's president, Dr. the site of the disasterous
Glenn Wilcox of the Murray charge by the Orphan
State University Radio-TV Brigade. The boyhood home of
Faculty, also reports that an the martyred Sam Davis,
excellent meal will be served hanged as a spy by the Union,
at the noted Hachland Hill ur—will afford a glimpse of the
Clarksville. wa an aristocratic southern
Reservations must be family lived in the days prior
received by Secretary Miss to the Civil War. It is said lobe
Margaret Heath, 1202 'Joe , the most beautiful shrine to a
Crease Drive in Benton, 42025, private soldier in the United
in ample time to assure States.
definite commitments. The Old Fort Nashboro is an on-
charge is $19 which includes site replica of the first set-
ALL costs for food, ad- tiement by James Robertson
missions, and transportation, and wife Charlotte; John
Checks must be received by Done ban, and others in 1779.
Miss Heath by October 22. The Old City Cemetery con-
Non-members will be ac- tains the graves of the
cepted only if reservation is • Robertsons ; Confederate
covered by check in case of Generals Felix Zollicoffer;
possible vacancy. Please and Bushrod Johnson; Cap-
include address. No reser- tam William Driver, who gave
vation Cat be -Cancelled•after - the-name "Old Glory" .to the
October 22 unless a American Flag; and many
replacement is available or others.
obtained. Checks will be The food served at Hachland
returned if the trip has to be Hill is said -to be as fine'as that




J. William Howerton, of
Paducah, is a candidate for
Judge, Court of Appeals, in
District One, Division Two, in
the November 2 general
election.
Howerton, 45, is married to
the former Eva Hamilton. The
Howerton's have six children.
He is a member of the Grace
Episcopal Church, a member
of the Vestry and Chairman of
the FinanceSommittee. He
received his B. S. degree in
btqiness -administration from
the University of Kentucky in
1953 and his Juris Doctorate
from the University of Ken-
tucky in 1961.
He was admitted to legal
Practice in 1961, and is a
member of the Kentucky Bar
Association, American Bar
Association, was - vice
president of the McCracken
County Bar Association, and
president of the Municipal
Attorneys Association of
Kentucky.
He has been prosecuting
attorney for the city of
Paducah; corporation counsel
for the city of Paducah; city
manager and associate
counsel in Paducah, and, since
1961, has maintained a private
practice.
He served in the U. S. Air'
Force;- and-is a member -of--
Rotary, and Paducah





Planned In LE3L Next Month
Land Between The Lakes
will sponsor a Holiday Crafts
Workshop November 5 and 6
at Camp Energy Group Camp
in the 170,000-acre outdoor
Utah Man Named
Artist In Paris -
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Kentucky has its first Artist in
the Parks. Joe Miller, a Moab,
Utah, artist, will begin his
residency this month in
Western Kentucky at Kenlake
State Park, where the unique
program was conceived.
Miller was selected by the
Kentucky Arts, Commission
KAC) Visual Arts Panel from
a list of 39 applicants, ac-
cording to Irwin Pickett, KAC
Visual Arts director.
Miller was one of 10 artists
featured in the National
Educational Television net-
work's film, "A Sense of
Place: The Artist and The
American Land." He holds a
master's degree from the
University of Wisconsin and a
bachelor's degree from the
University of Utah. He also
studied for three years at
Notre Dame and taught in
Vail, Colo., at the Colorado
Mountain College Summer
Workshop.
Proficient in all media in-
cleltiing oils, watercolors and
acrylics as well as woodblock
and silltscreen printing, Miller




Oriented toward holiday and -
Christmas crafts, the
workshop will provide the ,:
participant the opportunity to'
make gifts or crafts for the
home. Wreaths, glass flower
arrangements, tree or-
naments, and Ixottle ails WIN
be among the various items
participants will have the
opportunity to make.
The workshop will begin at 9
a. m. and continue through 3p.
m. each day. Advance
registration is required. There
will be a limit of 20 applicants
per session. Applicants are
reminded they should bring
their own lunch. Punch and
coffee will be served free of
charge.
Registration for the sessions
will be $2.00 per applicant to
cover the Cost of materials.
For additional information,
write or call CRAFTS •
WORKSHOP, TVA, Land'
Between The Lakes, Golden
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Sinus Spray
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For Fast Temporary Relief
For Mild Or
Heavier Sinus Congestion
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He's Too Slick
With His Chick
By Abigail Van Buren
IVO Covcogo V"trono v ow.* Svoa Inc
• DEAR ABBY: I hope you print this so a certain guy will
—oe-te it and realize a few things.
I have this buddy who's going steady with this super
chick. But he treats her like dirt. He's been going out on her
with his ex girlfriend. for example.
I think a lot of this chick and would love to take her out
myself but not while she's going with my buddy. Abby, dile
loves her as much as he says, why doesn't he spend more
time with her? She really loves the guy and is being hurt
by all this.)
Sooner or later, someone else is going to come along ad
she's going to leave. It'll be too late for him and me boa.
What can I do to help out?
CONCERNED
DEAR CONCERNED: Tell your buddy what's happen-
ing. Lay it on the line. If he doesn't get the message, it will
be open season on chicks, buddy or no buddy.
.DEAR ABBY: You recently nixedi the idea of a college
son bringing home wgirl he's living with on tampuCand
sharing a bedroom with her under the parental ,roof. You
said the girl would be a guest and should live by the rules
for such.
Parents who would impose such conditions are kidding no
one but themselves. My middle- and upper-middle-class
friends who are parents would disagree with you on the
bedroom issue. Pursue that policy, and the grown kids
won't come home at all!
I know of some parent's who "disowned" adult children
who live with lovers-. The parents wound up alone and-
bitter, •eating their hearts out over their estranged'
children.
In their hearts, parents would prefer the company of
their children lovers and all—to cold, righteous loneliness.
MOST PEOPLE
DEAR MOST: Sorry, but I don't think parents should
be asked to turn themselves inside out culturally or morally
to accept the lifestyles of their children. Each g Lion -
should give a little in bridging the old and the new ideas and
values.
DEAR ABBY: You and I see eye to eye when it carries to
visiting the sick. I've put these thoughts into ten command-
ments which might be helpful to your readers:
1. Always call first.
2. Never come early. And if you're going to be late, call
and ask if it's convenient to come later.
3. Keep your conversation cheerful. Never bring bad
.news or talk about sickness and death.
41: Don't tell long-winded stories about people the person
doesn't know.
S. Don't ask for details about the person's illness.
6. If the person appears tiredmake an excuse and leave
early.
7. Don't bring small children.
8. ;Don't smoke.
9. Don't make promises you can't keep.
10. Don't stay and expect to be served a meal
HELPFUL
• DEAR HELPFUL: Your commandments are indeed
helpful to patients recuperating at home. The biggest favor
you can do hospital patients is to send them cards. They
need rest—not company.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed enveltope, please.
Segal Signs Contract For Book
On Drugs-Personality Relation
Dr Bernard Segal, director
of the Psychologioal Center at
Murray State University,
recently signed a contract for
a book which will report on
studies of the relationship




Daydreaming," the book by
Segal and two colleagues is
intended to aid in the
development of a drug
prevention program and more
effective treatment methods
through better understanding
of whY drugs are used.
• Segal, the principal author
of the college text, is
collaborating with Dr. Jerome
Singer of Yale University and
Dr. George Huba of the
University of Minnesota. The
three psychologists have
previously worked together to
produce several journal ar-
ticles dealing with personality
correlations and prediction
studies.
To be distributed by John
Wiley and Sons of New York
City, a well known publisher of
college texts, the book is
scheduled to be on the market
in September, 1978.
Approximately 375 pages in
length, not including tables
and graptis, the book will be
organized . into 10 chapters,
• each dealing with a different
aspect of the relationship
between drugs and per-
sonality.
Segal said the book is based
on extensive large-scale
testing of college students
about why ..diugs are used by
young, non-addicted users. He
called that research "the first




Through their studies, the
authors have concluded that
there is a distinct relationship
berween personality types and
patterns of daydreaming and
drug use. Segal said he and his
colleauges believe their
research findings can be used
to develop a prevention
program and to improve
treatment methods.
Segal has been a member of
the faculty at Murray State
since 1970. He formerly taught
at the University of Rhode
Island, where he joined the
faculty after earning the Ph.
D. degree at the University of
Oklahoma in 1967.
A clinical psychologist, his
fields of interest also include
research in alcohol use,
research in cognitive
processes, and community




, Segal has been the recipient
of several sizable grant
awards for research projects.
Maybe We're Lucky?
The current annual traffic
death toil of about 45:003 is a
large and frightening number.
But you might wonder that it
isn't higher when you are
reminded that 140,000,000
American auto drivers (some
of them not very good) are
constantly driving over.
4,000,000 miles of roads (some
of them very crowded).
Canada bought $21.8 billion
in U.S. gOods in 1975, and sold
the U.S. $21.7 billion of its
products. They are mutual
"best" customers.
SONS
512 So. 12th 
Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the 
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24 Oz. 89
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Dishwashing Detergent
 794Giant 22 oz.DAWN
Bathroom Cleaner
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Kraft Macaroni & Cheese
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, 4In Heavy Syrup 
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'Judge Warren B. Miller of
Ditotf whom Governor Carroll
appointed to the new Court of
Appeals for the seat in the
First District, Second Divisitin
was campaigning in,ttie area
this week.
Judge Milk( said that he
has. just -Concluded tenure on




_Green. He will be in Frankfort
Friday for a meeting of the
full court after which he will
be writing opinions Of cases
hiard and spend cotriderable
time between now and election
campaigning.
Judge Miller, who was a
Madisonville 'high school
' graduate, received his law
degree in 1940, was a title
.attorney with TVA working
out of Murray from 1941 to
1944. He was a trial attorney
with the office of Price
Administration in Atlanta and
Miami from 1944 to 1947. He
then returned to TVA and
primarily handled the title
work for transmission lines in
Kentucky until he resigned in
1955 to open a law office in his
native county of WebsteTile
was-LC-aunt" Alt oil Ivry 11
iltiebster County from 1958
through 1945. He has served as
a special circuit judge in
Hopkins and Caldwell County




Applications by students at
Murray State University for
spring semester loans thrdugh
the National Direct Student
Loan. Program or the Nursing
Student Loan Program should,
be submitted not later than
Oct. 15,
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid on the
campus, said students„ who
have applied and received
loans through either program
for the 1976-77 school year
need not apply again for the
spring because their initial
award covers the entire year.
However, he emphasized
that students whose loans are
for the fall semester only must
apply again to be considered
for financial assistance for the
spring semester. • ,
Additional information or
application forms for either
program may be obtained in
the Student._ Financial .Aid
Office, Basement, Sparks
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity, Mtuiliy, Ky., 42071.
Noting that money for
National Direct Loans will be
available next spring for
eligible students, McDougal
said that program is the
largest so.uree_of loan_ .funds
administered by the
university. Loans --totaling
$535,650 were ,made to 866
students at Murray State
through the program during
the 1915-76 school year.
Last year 46 students on the
campus .received 131,20f1
through the Nursing Student
Loan Program.
Federal money and mat-
ching university funds con-
tinue to be available for
National Direct Loans, .ac-
- cording to McDougal. He
pitinted out that a major
source of dollars for new loans
comes from loan repayments
by previotii borrowers.
Loans through both
programs are repaid over a
period of 10 years at an annual
rate of, interest, of three per
cent.
Students ,must establish ,a
need for financial assistance
to qualify for either progParn.
Each, program also has
special provisions for
'deferment of repayment and
for-cancellation of all or part
of a loan.
Bald Eagles Scarce
The bald eagle was common
to every one of the present 49
continental states when it
became the U. S. synibtol.
Today, hovirever, it is gone
from most states and is
common only in Alaska and
British Columbia. Fewer than
1,000 nesting 'pairs of. bald
eagles, it. is believed, now
exist in the lower 48 states.
Every li mirwtes someone
goes blind. Don't let one 'of
them be you. For information
about eye health and safety,
write Kentucky Society forthe




of law- in Dixon from 1955 until
his appointment to the new
Court of Appeals.
He has been active in
political activities and had .
served iiS chairman of the
executive committee of the
Democratic party in Webster
County for the last eight years
resigning upon his ap-
pointment to the bench. He
served 'as secretary-treasurer
of the Webster County Bar'
Association from its
reorganization in 1960 until
1975 when he was named as
president ..,
Judge,14iller is married, M's




served' as its Sunday School
Superintendent since 1959i_
also as. co-leacher of the
young adult class. Judge • -
Miller said that he is yery
enthusiastic about serving on
the new court and -11Soks for-
ward to having the op-
portunity to serve the
remaining seven years of the





A growing number of rural
'areas in the Tennessee Valley
are now getting fire protection
for the first time, through a
TVA program designed to help
county governments set up '
fire 'protection programs at'
reasonable- cost. Fourteen
--.coutuies are now taking part.
• The demonstration program
was begun two years ago in an
effort to provide fire
protection that is geared to the
needs of the. rural conununity
Municipal... fire departments
often. do not have the legal.
authority to fight rural. fires,
or most of their equipment can •
only be used where fire.
hydrants are -available:.
Even' where city-provided
service is available to rural.
areas, this service is usually
expensive—So rural residents
have the choice of paying high
fire insurance' premiums or.
doing without . protect ion for__ •
their homes. -
This program gives rural
residtmts another alie:r-




.and shows members how to
alter equipment- for use in -
combating rural fires .
Volunteer . -firemen _arc
recruited from the area where -
they live or Work. 'Ty lar.e7
alerted to an emergency by a-
pocket-sized portable radio
receiver'. The "quick
response" system means that
-*bi--atm-tied- -manpower, -
equipment,' and water car
reach any location in the •
county within a matter Of
minutes.
Surplus military vehicles
are -converted to be used ,as
fireirucks and water tankers.
The number of fire trucks and
tankers needed depends on the
size of th*, county, -but the,„
depart ment can obtain the
necessary equipment at a
fraction of the cost of new.
fully equipped Vehicles.
The first county to receive
TVA assistance „under the
rural fire protection program-
was Cumberland, Count,
Tennessee, in 1974. TVA set up-
training sessions in early .
response firefighting , aril!
emergency resew, %Orli and -
also assisfed, the count in it,
purchase of military vehicles
Equipment used in the firo
phase of this trial progi'aiii
included. a, tanker truck. out_
fitted with a 1.000-gallon water
tank, erneri!eric rescue kits,
and a inn k that can lay liqt. _
approximately Ati feet of host.
per minute to reach a- distant.
p, nil„r fire ii draw A triini-
.pumpet truck has recently
been added to use as i.i.-first-
,out” vehicle until tith'iA.
equipment Lrrives.
The, program has been
expanded to include 'counties 
in five states across the Valley
region. Counties which r' in
variousst ages of adopting the








DeKalti. Van B-uren, Moore:'
Warren; -north Hamilton, and
Clay Counties, Tennessee.




deaths in a single recent year,
• the American Red Cross
announced today while
warning Kentucky residents
who will acii to the woods and
the fields in search of wild
game this fall.
'Carelessness in handling of
guns can lead to death . or
. serious injury of the firearm
user or someone else," Mr.
Robert Phillips, director of
Safety Programs for the
Kentugky Division declared.
-Every precaution in han-
dling of firearms should be
taken to avoid this kind of
tragedy." •
-Many of the accidental
deaths from firearms each
year occur in the hunting
field," he continued. Weapons
used in hunting are designed
for speedy killing. They-should
be used only in conformity
with accepted safety
procedures, and with full
knowledge of their danger
potential." •
These safety procedures. in
the use of hunting .equipment
are an absolute "Must" in
reducing accidents,
preventing. injuries, and
saving lives, Mr. Phillips said.
-He -strongly recommended.
that hunters "and everyone
else in Kentucky" take a Red
Cross first aid course to make
• them safety conscious and
teach them emergency care of
injured.
He listed ,these safety
precautions for hunters:
Gun storage and care: Guns
should be kept unloadedand
under lock and key in a sturdy
cabinet, where children and
others unqualified to handle
them cannot get at them. Guns
should be well cared for and
.inspected before use.
Ammunition should be
checked for age and condition
• of casings. A malfunction
could result in a lost or
misplaced shot and possible




Subscribers who have net
received their heme-ilehvered
C7 of The edam ledrir &
Times by 5:30 p... Itheralay.
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. en
Saturdays ere urged to cid
753-1416 between 5:30 p. ni.
mid 6 p. m., Monday-Friday,
or 3:30 p. end 4 p. m.
Whatley', to *sure delivery
of the newspaper. Cads must
he pieced by I p. ns.
weekdays or 4 p. Seer-
days to gperanteo delivery.
companion.
Before the hunt: A hunter
should be prepared for _the
elements in the area he will
cover. In cold weather he
should wear sturdy boots and
clothing that will be
adequately warm. He should
also wear highly visible
clothing, and carry a com-
pass, small flashlight, reliable
lighter or matches in a
waterproof case, strong knife,
first aid kit, and map of the
area where he will be hunting.
A loud whistle can be carried
also, to summon aid if needed.
On the hunt: Both law and
courtesy require a hunter to
ask permission to hunt on
private property. The lan-
downer can advise of other
hunters in the area. When
leaving the property, notify
and thank the landowner.
Be sure the ammunition is
the right caliber for the gun to
be used.
In open field or brush,
hunters should walk abrea-st.
One person out in front could
be in danger from others. A
left-handed marksman should
always be placed on the right
end of the group because of his
tendency to swing right. Be
alert for other hunters in the
same area. The be-s-f- and
safest way to carry a gun
while walking is cradled in the
arm with the muzzle pointing
down. This lessens likelihood
of injury in case of a fall.
Inspect the gun muzzle often
to make certaitvit_hasn't been
accidentally plugged with
earth-or. weeds. A plugged
barrel could -explode or split
when the gun is fired, causing
injury or death.
One of the most publicized,
yet unheeded, cautions on gun
safety deals with the correct
way to cross a fence while
carrying a firearm.
Especially in bird hunting,
fence crossing is a frequent
problem. Here are the
recommended methods:
1. Before crossing a fence,
open the action of the gun or
unload it. Push the gun
laterally under the fence, then
climb through or over at the
butt end of the weapon.
2. Wh n more than one
hunter is volved, one person
should holl the weapons while
the other o1r others get over or
through the fence. The
weapons should then be
passed across the fence,
muzzle up. The other person
can then cross the fence.
A hunter should . be
especially alert to any
movement or noise. Many
accidents have occurred c e when
, a hunter shot at movement
or noise. People, domestic
livestock, and wind-blown




Wait until your target is
fully visible and a good shot is
available before pulling the
trigger. Each year many
wounded animals escape, to
die later, unfound. Approach
downed game with
caution-the 'animal may be
only stunned. Bear, elk and
moose can kill a man and even
a deer is extremely dangerous
when wounded.
Don't carry game over your
shoulders, A pair of antlers
emerging (tom brush or trees
is a perfect target for another
vigilant hunter. Drag the
game out, carry it on a travois
( traveling poles), or dress it
out, quarter it, and bring out
the pieces.
Bow and arrow hunting:
Archery hunting, now highly
developed with razor-edged
arrows and superpowered
bows, .have become popular.
The arrows are extremely
lethal. The bow hunter works
under a decided disadvantage
aniong-other -hunters. Since
usually wears camouflaged
clothing and depends on
§tealth in stalking his gam' e,
he could be in much danger
from hunters with firearms.
Many times a special type of
quiver is attached to the bow
to improve firepower. When
this type is used, the tips of the
arrows should be covered with
a protective hood.
"A good hunter is aware of
the dangers involved in this
sport and knows how to
minimize them," Mr. Phillips
concluded.
Industry Shifts Seen
The next few years will see
industry moving _closer to fuel
supplies, government sources
believe. Many firms will
relocate in the Southwest
where they'll have more
assurance of a natural gas
supply.
Others will go to California
when Alaskan crude begins to
arrive. California could also
gain through tanker delivery*
of Alaskan natural gas, if
_approved, or the Upper
Miclivegt and Northwest would
benefit if the natural gas is
piped to those areas instead,
The alcoholic beverage
industry requires nearly 10
million tons of grain and other
foodstuffs annually.
Plan a fall or winter
escape to one of our
celebrated
State Resort Parks.
See the natural wonders that make Ken-
tucky's Park System the "finest in the na-
tion." Stay in a magnificently modern lodge
or rustic woodland cottage. Relax by a roar-
ing fire. Enjoy food with a "home cooked"
flavor, served by friendly people in a warm
and comfortable dining room. SPECIAL
OFF-SEASON RATES, NOVEMBER-MARCH.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND FREE BROCHURES, WRITE
TRAVEL, DEPT. NFP, FRANKFORT, KY. 40601
OR CALL (IN KENTUCKY)
TOLL FREE 1-800-312-2961
entueXy





traveled to Memphis last
Saturday to compete in the
third anntial Miss Majorette of
the Mid South Pageant and
Open Contest.
Mel Jackson, competing in
her third contest, won the title
of Miss Majorette of the Mid
South in her cliVision, ages 7-
10. She won the title with two
first place finishes out of three
categories. In the open contest
she was first place in fancy
strut, second place in solo.
fifth place in beauty, and sixth
in Memphis Championship
Twirler. Mel is the nine year
old daughter of Mary Jane
Jackson and Dr. Jack
Jackson.
Winning her third title in
two years of competition,
Huffy Stokes won Miss
Majorette of the Mid. South
Pageant, placing first in all
three divisions, modeling,
solo, and fancy strut. In the
open contest, Buffy won third





Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
'(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) greft'
Some jobs procedures may be.
.revised. You may not corn-
pletely understand at first, but
go along with the changes as
best you can and you'll find that
they work out very well.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) dikii?
Be sure of the logic of your
statements and decisions.
Recognize a bright idea - your
own or another's- and put into




May 22 to June 21) 1141,
, Mercury extremely generous.
Especially favored: all those in
the writing and journalistic
fields; advertising and promo-
tional interests; communica-
tions of every type.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0(:)
Stars indicate some com-
plications not easily unrav-
vele& Yet, by diligent process,
you will be able to rack up more
than Just fair results.
LEO
t July 24 to Aug. 23) /2442
A financial transaction could
be highly profitable, but be sure
you are aware of all the angles
before you sign on the dotted
line. Travel plans also favored
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23,)
Mixed influences, Look
deeply into all si*uatiqns before
- acting. Surface -.appearances
could be niLstecigling.
LIBRA
rtSept. 24 to Oct. 2.3)• —
No clay for a shy Niolet. Let
others know you have
something of value to offer.
What has seemed out of reach is
closer than you may imagine.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) m,
Not a good day in which to
commit yourself to a long-range
program - especially if
finanZ:es are involved. Review
your ability to make necessary
payments - and act ac-
cordingly.
SAGITTARIUS sfi( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) " oicr
Avoid tendencies toward
overindulgence and con
trariness. You can accOmplish
much if cooperative, and if you
refuse to let frivolity interfere
with necessary obligations
CAPRICORN Apr
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vi,)
Some good hick in busines,
interests indicated. This wil:
therefore, be an exceller
period in which to evaluate you;
progress as of now and make
.new plans .for the future.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
What you. feel is certaint,
could be more of an illusion, ,
take a second look. Better ;
change plans now, if necessar
than to be sorry later.
PISCES .
(Feb. 20.to Mar. 20)
Stress sell-control AND se r
reliance. Don't count too much
on the cooperation of ()fliers.
Plan a workable program an,
make all your commitmen!,.
judiciously.
YOU BORN TODAY -are
endowed with great poise.
remarkable intuition,
foresightedness and an ex-
tremely philosophical outlook
on life. Your versatility it
outstanding and many fields are
open to you in • choosing a
career. You have a natural
talent for the theater - 4s an
actor, playwright, producer or
critic; would make an out,
standing musician or writer
advanced fancy strut. Buffy is
he daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
bert Coleman. She is nine
years old and has a total of 90
trophies for twirling.
Twirling in her fourth
contest, Lisa Robinson
brought home three trophies
and five medals. She won first
runner up to Miss Jackson in
the pageant, and first runner
up to Memphis Championship
Twirler. In the open conteli,
she won a trophy for third
place in visitors solo, and
medals for fifth in beauty,
fourth in best appearance,
fifth in basic strut, fourth in
fancy strut, fifth in solo Lisa
I's the nine year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Robinson
Tina Cooper, nine year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Cooper, competed in the
Memphis contest, winning
fourth in best appearance and
fourth in basic strut.
c,mpeting in her first
contest, 11 year old Lisa
Cunningham won medals for
second, place in best ap-
pearance and fifth place in
solo twirl. Lisa is the daughter
.of Sara Alexander and Larry
Cunningham.
The twirlers were
representatives of the Sandy
Coleman Twirling Academy
and were accompanied to the
contest by their parents and
instructor. The girls, along
with the Kentucky Rebelelles
Twirling Team, wW travel to
Lexington Oct. 23 to compete
for slate titles. On Nov, 13,
they-will be back ip Memphis
to compete for the Miss
Harvest of 1976 pageant and
open contest.
WINNING TWIRLERS—Winning Murray twirlers in the Miss Majorette of the Mid
South pageant and open contest were, left to right, Lisa Robinson, Buffy Stokes, Lisa
Cunningham, Mel Jackson, and Tina Cooper.
EXAMPLE 65 lbs at bl lb
Have you got full of garden vegeta
with very little room for your m
Wet., here is just the answer.

















Small orders cut just
'TRIM CHOICE AND PRI
to $159 lb
$3950
Of 3.05 per week lor 13 we41
Avg. Weight 6510 100 lbs. •



















orS2 73 per week for 13 weeks
Avg. weigh( 65 to 100 lbs.
YOUR CHOICE OF ANY $1.00
BONUS BUYS WITH ANY ORDER















Hwy. 641 S of Murray. ['toted at Old Murray Auto AEI'
HOURS. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m: Mon. Ara Fr*




EEF SOLD HANGING W











or 53.60 per week for 13 weeks
Avg. Weight 65 to 100 lbs.
EXAMPLE 65 lbs at 79' lb














or 395 per week or 13'vtielts
Avg. weight .65 tol 00 lbs.
• ,
PRONE NOW TO OPEN NEW ACCONIIT OR MAKE Al APPOINTMENT
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A. MOLDED PLASTIC TRACTORS
built tough.
Reg. 3.99$2"
Just Right For Your Youngster
B. MOLDED PLASTIC HORSES
Exciting Fun For The Little Ones Reg. 3.99$299
C.. COLLETTE FOOTBALL genuine leather
Official size and weight. Genuine cowhide, with three-ply heavy duty lining. Multi-ply bladder,
white end stripes with white leather like lacing.




She rocks her own cradle, she squirms in your arms, when you give her a
-- bottle, she's quiet & calm. '
Reg. 12.91$1 066
E. SPALDING BASKETBALL nylon wound. ,
Dribbler basketball from Spalding is designed with nylon-weave construction and permalite




F. SKATEBOARD- nylon glass fibre
Board is made of glass fibre nylon material and,wheels are molded.of polyurethane plastic and






More Outstanding Values Await You.




Alt pro socks of orlon acrylic and
stretch nylon-white with stripes at















Heigh orange football tee with
'rear poly construction Perfect
tor back.ard Or school play 77A.
LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL
Sat. Oct. 16 Only
Country Ham, 2 Eggs, Red-Eye




Filled with foam padding—
COLLETTE AEL PRO
HELMENT
ROSES LOW PRICE 
96Foam padded plastic helmentAvailable in red. white Of blue Not












$ 75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.






























Auction will be open at





800am tog 00p in
day thru Saturday HO
Train Sets A Accessories
Airplane, car & truck model
kits, macrame kits A sup-
phes and much more Also





3 Card 01 ihdrii‘s




from the Alrno friends
and neighbors at the
death of my sister -
Velma Darnell. Lena •
Wiley „..
WE WISH to express our
sincere appreciation
and thanks to our
friends, neighbors, and
relatives for the many
kindnesses extended to
us during the illness and
death of our beloved
wife and mother Rachel
Kelso7Special thanks to
Dr. C. C. leowery, Dr.
Richard Hutson, and
third floor nurses at the
Murray-Calloway




Whitley for the beautiful
music. May God bless.
each one that "sent "
flowers and brought
food. Urie Kelso, Rev.
James Kelso, Chp. Hugh
Kelso, Isabel Jetion.




to our .many friends and
relatives during the
recent,. illness and
passing of our loved
ones;' to those who sent
flowers, food, cards or
helped .tn ny way, we
will forever be grateful,
We especially thank Dr.
Ammons, the fourth




Funeral Home and Mrs.
Oneida White for the
wonfierful words in
songs -and music. To all
we say thanks and May.
God bless each of you.
The Family of Ralph'
Richersoin. • ..
•
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FOUND WEISER key No.
E-25476. Found outside
. Fred's Store...claim key
' at Ledger & Times.
LOST LADIES gold wrist
watch, at Murray High




Pickup at Murray H. S. -
Gym., Thurs. Oct. 14,








• white flea collar. Limps






• throwing 'instructions in
City Park. Please
contact Rotary Sale. and
Auction at Murray H. S.,









pick corn with conveyor
and put corn in crib. Call
753-2542, Pete Henson.
NEED. BRICK layer tO
/fay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365-
3933 after 6 p. m.
FULL TIME alterations.
Locally owned . retail
store downtown. Apply
by giving age, marital
status, and 2 character
referencej to P. 0. Box
144, Murray, Ky.
FULL TIME GRILL
cook. Days. No phone
calls. Apply in person at







See our ad on the
Sports Page, t.oclay! -
NEED THREE MEN for
&Iles and service 11e5







per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous .future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
10. Business Opportunity
IA NI' 31E 311)
14. Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.-
FOUR OR FIVE drawer
filing rAtanet in good
condition. Call 753-2580.
WE BUY your used
mobile homei Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.
WOULD LIKE to buy
some good jap hay. Call
75.3-6859 after 5 p. m.
SMALL MOBILE home 5
to 1 years old. Call 753-
8216 after 5 p.m.
15. Articles For Sale
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-loads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.
BRASS FLOWER vase
for you from Jaipu,
India at Rotary Sale and
Auction, Murray H. S.
Gym, Oct. 14,6:00.
"NEVER USED anything
like it," say users of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. _Rent electric
shampooer. Big K. Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
USED 6 FT. long wooden
utility trailer. Good
tires, good condition.
Call 753-3888 after 5 p.
in.
25 CARDS depicting 3
different scenes during
the scene of Mafeking,
South Africa. All cards




Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
MAMIYA C-330 camera.
Normal and wide angle
lenses. $395. Call 1-247-
3541 after 6p. m.
IF CARPETS LOOK dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western




prints are now available
of White Owl. Contact
Donny Hudson at 753-.
0872 aftert5 p. m.
-TWO PAIR, 1 pair 72"
wide, 1 pair 37" wide
drapes. Like new. Call
492-8618.
CHRISTIAN Book
Center, 808 Chestnut. '

















blized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
ASHLEY IMPERIAL
wood stove. Never been
used. Price $285. Call
753-3206.
15. Articles For Sale
PERSONALS - Buy your
favorite a turquoise
bracelet or ring at the
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction 6:00,
Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
., FAIRFIELD SOFA, blue
and white ,floral with
chair included. Plat-
form rocker, redwood
, -pa! to se!. Wicker
headboard. Lawn
mower. Free used
carper. Can be seen at





$75. One Kodak movie
camera, projector,
lighebar, $50. One 220
volt new 3 element
heater, $AO. One por-
table black and white











doors and windows in-
stalled and repaired.
Also see or order our
decoupage. Your
choice or special or-
ders. . . If you have an





sell for. half of full value.
Call 753-0275 after 5 p.
m.




Sale and Auction, at
S.
PAPYRUS painting from
South Cairo, Egypt at
Murray H. S. Gym, Oct.
14, 6:00, Murray Rotary
Club Auction and Sale.
16. Home Furnishings
PERSONALS - Sherrie
while your boy friends is
working Thur., Oct. 14,
Meet me at Murray H.
S., 6:00 for tea and
accessaries from all
over the world. Rotary
Club Sale and Auction.
HUNDREDS OF Con-
versation pieces at-
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, Murray H. S. Gym
on Oct. 14, 6:00. Hand
carved figurines from









- your -domestic meals
are great but my hard
to get game is often
tasteless. Please go to
Murray H. S. and pick a
cookbook from Canada
to cook wildgarne, Oct.
14, 6:00, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction.
Love - Hunter Joe.
FROSTLESS
REFRIGERATOR,
$125. Washer and dryer;
$150. Dishw88her, $175;
Desk, $25. Chest of
drawers, $35. Small
table and chairs, $25.
End table, $5. Coffee
table, $10. Couch and





dryer, living and dining
room suites. Call 489-
2752.
PERSONALS - need gift
for the young man you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Zula
maiden to show her love.
Thurs. Oct. 14, _ 6:00.
Rotary Sale. and Ails:-




and Service, 500 Maple










EASY SEED seed sower,
3 p. h., like new, only
sown 12 acres. $100.00.-
Call 354-6691.
EARNI FANS grain







and angle blade. 1973
model. Contact Edwin




dition. Call 345-2601 after
6n. m. Farmington.
TERRELL TIDWELL
will do combine work for
public. Contact at 435-
4426.
.806 _ .1NTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. .Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
20. Sports Equipment
PERSONALS - Need gift
for the young girl you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Zula
warrior to show his love.
Thurs. Oct. 14, 6:00,
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, Murray H. S. Gym.
FOR SALE - 2 beautiful
Finland made knives
with leather scabbard.
Oct. 14, Murray H. S., at
6:00 Rotary Club and
Auction.
USED BOAT trailer for
sale. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-8850 7 :30-
5:00, after 5:00 p. m. call
753-8990.
1972 SINGER zig-zag and
stretch sewing machine.
Dark walnut 4 drawer
cabinet, excellew •
condition. Seldom used.
$225. Call after 4:00 753-
8257.
19,Farm Equipment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




meet me at Murray H. S.
Gym., 6:00 Thurs. Oct.
14, I have a "love letter"
for you from a young
ichosa man in South
Africa, Rotary Club and
Auction Sale.
PERSONALS - Sickly? - I
haVe the cure for $8.00.
Buy my Zula witch
doctor beads at the
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, 6:00 Oct. 14,
Murray H. S. Gym.
12 GAUGE goose gun,
1956 Ford truck, 1946
-.Chevrolet-truck, one MR
-175 trail bike and one
MP 125, MT B Allis
Chalmer tractor, 8
wagon wheels, trumpet
and fish aquarium. Call
492-8374.
16' CHEROKEE with 65
h.p. Evinrude motor.














811 string, case in-
cluded. Call 767-4053.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across









Beethoven at Murray H.
S. Gym 6:00 Oct. 14.
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, •
24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
RIDING MOWER 14 h.p.
John Deere,. like new.
Can be seen at 1718
Holiday Drive.
BLACK AND WHITE T.
V. - console. Datsun
mag wheels. Lamps,
black and white bed-
spread with matching
curtains. Little girls
clothes and coats, sizes 3
to 5. Baby bed, play pen,
walker, high chair, and
car seat. Call 492-8500.
I •
WELDING RIG and
equipment. Any or all.
74 Lincoln 200 amp on 62
rebuilt Ford truck. New
steel bed. See at Half-
way Point Garage, 13 _





NOW is one of the best times to
spray under • and around your
bone, kegs, spiders, all kinds 61
insects and pests are looking for
a place to hibernate-under your
home Its warm, they are out of







100 South 13th •
26 TV Radic
1977 ZENITH TV's and
Stereos at the lowest
prices with the biggest
guarantee at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, Cuba-, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We
service what we sell.
LARGE CONSOLE Curtis
Mar hes color: T. V. 21"
screen Maple color
cAiner, excellent
condo ion. $35.00. Call
afrer 5,753-7481.
REALISTIC CB TRC-56.
Practically new.  $140.
-Call 753-4331,-, .
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 ATLANTIC Deluxe
12' x 60 on large, nice
corner lot in subdivision
in front of East
Elementary. Has new
outbuilding and 2 large
wooden porches. Priced
to sell. Call 753-1775.
NORRIS. 61' mobile home
- 2 bedfoom, central
heat and air condition,






TRAILER FOR SALE or
rent x 65 almost-new





2 bed! •in, all electric,
Scr% i, pole. Prac-
'1111‘ -sv 17,000 BTU
alAdrti 4rit:.; conditioner 
Lived
in rI ear. $4550.00.
(.all • ,465 after 5 p.
1973 Al 1-;LECTRIC 12 x
50. ( ,lete. Ready to
- roll r t89-2242.
WE itt used mobile
homes Top prices paid.
Saddli and Spur Trailer
Sales. l'aducah. Call
4421911.r 443-8226.
29. Mttbile Home Rentals
MOBILF HOMES AND
_mobilt, 1.. me spaces for
rent, di.Riviera Ct. Call
753-3280. •
32 Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX, new 3
bedroom, 641 South 4½
es. Reference and
del • t, no pets. Phone
492-8121
34 Houses For kent
SEVEN ROOM, 11/2 bath';N
electric heat, newly
decorated. Near campus









36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT - Clean up










horse. Call 753-9894 after
5, 'work 762-3371.
38 Pets Supplies
TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with papers.
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Cap 753-
_7126.
NEED GOOD home for a
female Kangaroo and
joey animal doll from
Melbourne, Australia,
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
DOBERMAN PUPPIES.




NEED A good home for
peacock from Jaipur
India; Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction,.
6:00 on Oct. 14, Murray
H. S. Gym.
AKC GERMAN Shepherd
pups, 4 months old. Two
females, $50 each. Call
753-7810 after 5 p.m.
COCKER SPANIEL-





NEED A good home for 2




Sale and Auction 6:00 on








for sale, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction,





Saturday. 9 a. m. on 121






Fruit Market on 94 East.
9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Friday
and Saturday.
GARAGE SALE. Friday
and Saturday. 9 a. m. -?
'ling cabinet, fur-
nit stoves, wringer
washe , clothes. Three







clothing, ladies site 7
,hrough 20, boo and
girls size 2 through 14,
shoes, household items,
and toys. 94 East, 6
miles from Murray.
Third house on right
pas, Elm Grove Church.
YARD SALE. Friday and





goodies. 17th and Main
log house.
MONEY - solid bronze old
money used in Nigeria
by the Hanssa tribe.
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00




your leader in sales fo
r1976 needs your
listings. Call 753-1651, if
you are interested in
selling your property.
HOME AND 20 ACRES
just listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick ranck home
with large rooms,
Modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached garage.
. Located East of Murray
in quiet, peaceful area:
Large machine shed and
other outside storage on
property. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine property.
43 Real Est.:,
FOR SALE - 80 acres,









Across from Post Office.
WANT PLENTY of elbow
room? Then this is for
you. On 4 acres just 1,-2
Miles East of Highway
94 on Irvin Cobb Road.
Brick 3 bedroom with
1.1/2 baths, 2 tar garage,
-covered' patio, deep
well. Land is gently
t rolling. Home built in
1971 and is modern. Call
us for appointment to






with electric wall beat,
wall to wall carpeting,
and range. All city
facilities. Near down-
town shopping. Call 753-
8080 or come by 105 N.
12th, 'BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom




finance. JOHN C. NEU-
BAUER, REALTOR
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101,or 753-7531.
AUCTION
Sat., Oct. 23, 10 a.m.
Turn S. off Hwy. 94 at Howard's Equipment C. onto
Hwy. 303 extended, follow blacktop approx. 3 miles
to sale
HOUSEHOLD, TRACTOR, EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, ETC.
Mr. de Mrs. Gordon Bkilock, Owners
R-1, Dukedom, Tn. 502-382-2316
Col. Rubert Ainley
Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
122 Broadway So. Fuhon, Tn.
901-47929861 479-3713
, ( 2 phones to serve you 24 hr. a day)
Watch this paper for itemized list next week
NEW THREE bedroom
home with living room,
den, kitchen and two
baths. Fully carpeted.
tral heat and air
con toning. Large
corner t. JOHN C.
NEUBAU Realtor,
505 Main St., 101 or
call Linda Drake t 753-
0492.
FIRST TIME OFFERED
for this six room, 2
bedroom, 1,2 bath home
in Hazel, Ky., featuring
central ,gas_ heat,_
basement and double
garage on 1.21 acres of
lovely, landscaped
property. Included is
private well in addition
to city water and sewer
system. Phone Kop-
perud Realty for details,
753-1222.
44 Lots For Sale
TWO LOTS in Conrad
Heights " Subdivision.
Call 753-8623.
60 ACRES, new 2
bedroom brick home.
Call 382-2299.
46 Horne" For ire
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 5k4 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1'1 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x-60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
TWO EDROOM house .
f sale by owner. Near
h pi.al. Shown by
appoinimeni. Call 753.-




room, front -wlp back
porch, full ernent.
Good buy. Call 7
THREE BEDROOM
brick house, stran-steel
shop building. On two-
thirds acre. Call 753-
- 8615.
REDUCED - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kit-
chen-den combination,




ThelY that keeps its cool!
• USES LESS ENERGY • RUNS COOLER








Liirge-screen table model with In-Line
Black Matrix Picture Tube and One-
button Color-Lok control that locks in
color, tint and frequency. Wood grained













AC OR CAR BOAT BATTERY
moos PORTABLE COLOR TV
100°. solid state' Plays at home
on AC outdoors on car or boat
LON A BOAT battery In-Line Picture.Tube 32995







s onto a 311,,,14," Of C P.',
0,0ons totatOn I Trentuon w- •
•ananta Coon Mine Notre 011115 •,- •
contatni orLon
tnd finntattonS On n% 1109e and COVe.
As64,154 ADOA Mollurif Ash sour is, .
....Me TV attar,.
Belie,rabIN Better CtI 11-1ITACI-M
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Central Shopping Center, Murray
753 5865
































46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with










woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 753-
5618.
BY OWNER - 3
bedroom, 112 bath brick
home with modern
kitchen, den, living
room, central gas heat
and central electric air.
Attached garage.
Located near Murray
High. Priced in mid 30's.
Call 753-6007.
31T.A.Azik6MIEIElilE310
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
13rick, den, Pi bath,
double garage, central
heat and air. Located
near High School. Call
753-6935 after 5 p_m.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
home, 2 small out-
buildings, close to
shopping centers and




Honda 750. Call 753-8612
or 437-4529.
1976 YAMAHA Enduro
125. Has 105 miles. Still
under warranty. 1976
Yamaha YZ 125, 4
months old. Best offer
on both. Call 753-7728.
Public Notice
A request has been received from Sid and Loret-
ta Jobs by the Murray Planning Commission to
hold a public hearing to rezone the property at
1200- and 1202 Sycamore from 114 residential to--
PO Professional office. A public hearing will be
held at Murray City Hall on October 19, 1976 at
7:00 p.m. All interested parties are invited to at-
tend this meeting.
W. A. Franklin, Chairmen of Murray Planning Cons-




Royal Crown Cola is looking for
route salesman for Murray area.





From the circus line, 1 year old.





This week good load from St. Louis. Oak icebox,
walnut commode, Alladdin lamp, oak rocker,
cherry chest of drawers, marble top table, war-
drobe with claw feet, Victorian walnut mirror,
oak secretary, 8 Bentwood chairs, bedroom
suite, 3 Oriental rugs, desk, tools, lots of old











"Look Before You Buy"
Murray Supply
Co., Inc.
2O8 FiT„ Main 753-1361
48 Automotive Seiyice
FOR SALE - double air
horn. Call 753-5311.
49. Used Cars & Trucks '
1969 V. W.
SQUAREBACK, $495.
Boat, motor and trailer,
$395. 1973 Datusn with





tape. 4800 miles. Call
437-4738.
1971 DODGE FOUR door
Polara Custom One
owner local car. Call
436-2427.








brakes. $2495. Call 753-
8914. _
1971 FORD GALAXIE
500. Local car. Excellent
condition. Reasonable
price. Call 753-8062.




FOR SALE OR TRADE."
1974 Toronado. 35,000
miles. Brakes, steering,
air. Power seats and
windows. AM-FM tape.
Radial tires. See at




Mag wheels, 8 track
stePe. Must see to
appret1a.te. Call 492-
8441.
1965 GMC van, 6 cylinde
straigh.t shift with mag






wheel, AM-FM radio, 2
mag wheels. Must sell.
Take over payments.
Call 474-2211, ext. 251.
1972 FORD pickup, V-8
straight shift. 1.169
Rambler, 4 door,
steering brakes and air.
Call 753-8487.
1969 CHEVROLET
Impala, $495. 1965 Ford
Ranchero, $295. 1973
Gremlin, 1 owner, low




brakes and air, with new
tires. Sharp. Call 753-
3596.












49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 FORD automatic, air
condition. Mechanically
perfect-. Front end needs









6900 or best offer. Call
753-0046.
FOR SALE 1970 Fiat.
Good condition. Call 753-




tins, factory Mr, cruiser/meta,
Mop. '15069 CaN 753-5730.
1971 PONTIAC Bon-
neville. 2 Dr. H. T.




3 WHEEL U. S. Mail car,
2 cylinder onan engine.
New tires $700.00. Phone
354-6217.
/971 DODGE VAN. New
tires, mag wheels,
chrome side pipes. Six
cylinder. Call. 753-0579
after 6 p.m. •
1975 CAMARO LT. F
, equipped, 19,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Blue, new white wall
tires. Call 753-0358.
50 Campers
POP UP CAMPER. Call
753-8615.














Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or






53116.00 Up. Floored, reedy to ese. klobile home odd-oes, patios,
arports, offices. Bey time Best for Less. CUSTOM-BUILT POR-
TABLE BUILDINGS 753-0934.
AUCTION SALE
Friday, October IS • 10:00 A...
FUNK'S BARGAIN BARN
Northgate Shopping Center, Benton, Ky. On
Hwy. 641 Next to Roberto's Restaurant, North
Edge of Benton.
I. Large Ihrilding Iii. or Shim
WILL SELL LARGE INVENTORY OF MERCHANDISE,
STQFLE FIXTURES, SHELVES. %PUNTERS, TABLES, DOWN
TO 13ARE WALLS MEN, WOMEN & CHILDRENS CLOTHES.
PANTS, SLACKS, SHIRTS UNDIES, SOCKS, HATS, CAPS,
GLOVES, HOSE. SHOES EVERYTHING IMAGINABLE, SPOR-
TING GOODS. 1 LOT OF GUNS. HUNTING PANTS AND
COATS, LUGGAGE, COSME11(S, LAMPS, OTHER ELECTRIC
EnrrirREs, AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES, JEWELRY. PAIN-
TINGS. CARDS, TOYS, SEWING SUPPLIES, HARDWARE
ITEMS. EXTRA LARGE STOCK OF PAINT METAL STOCK
WATER TANK IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO ITEHtik
EACH ITEM
IVO VIRINIU11011tAII
CHESTER AND MILLER AUCTION SERVICE
435-41211 Lynn Greve, Ky. 435-4144
oe
UI SUITS, OMNI, SE MAIM MOON II,
51. Services Offered












exterior by the hour or







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
WILL DO Babysitting in
my home. Call 753-0305.
TREE TRIMMING and







patio FOR YOUR SEPTIC
num TANK and backhoe
indow work needs call John




all types of rock: white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling








anywhere. _ Call Ross,
436-2505.
KIRBY CARPET CARE.
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution rugs • come
clean by steam
cleaning. Free





hornei, and stores, plus
storm Pr indows and
doors repaired or
eplaced. Window glass,
thiçrors, and table tops.









bank ̀ gra% el. Call 436-
2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing






Doug -Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.










and service.' Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.






and roofs sealed. Call









slate , mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and























K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and ap-
pliances -Also buy and
sell. Saws sharpened.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
conditiorK' appliances,
water pumps, water
beaters and wiring. 30 •
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to









rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered and
, placed. Decorated rock
put down over plastic.
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
53 Feed And Seed
JAP HAY for sale. Call
753-3229.
FOR SALE seed wheat.
$4.00 bushel. Call 435-
4343.
WHEAT STRAW for sale.
280 on Pottertown Road.
90 cents a bale, one or








Call 753-3994 after 5.
FREE FOUR MONTH
old kitten, solid black
with deep yellow eyes.
Affectionate and
healthy. Call 753-3535
after 5 p. m.
WANTED GOOD home
for 6 month old black
and white female cat
with .. unusual. tan
markings. Good nature
and _house broken. Call
767,40i-2.
LICENSED C- YELLOW TIGER striped
TRICIAN prompt el.-, kittens, male and
ficient service. NO job ''''teinale. Eight weeks old.
too small. Call Ernest .caltzk3.0004.





Call 753-4124, South 4th




113 S. 4th Street
Morro,





interior, new and. old














Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.












Going to the highest sealed bid. Send all bids to 1
Dexter Baptist Church, GO James Prttchott,
Route L Dexter, Ky. , 42036. All bids will be
opened October 29, 1976, highest bid will be con-








Pt4e free- y•ro !cm
Sa CUM** rir Nov
The Fabulous "Diamonds" Thur. Oct. 14
Brenda Lee November 4th and 5th
Ativance Tickets On Sale Now!
THE FATOTLEGGERS Tues. inur Sat. Great
Music To Listen To Smooth Music To Dance To
THE BARN Trio Each Sunday Evening, Smooth
Sound Of Music! Request All Your Old Favorites.
Household And
Miscellaneous Auction
Friday, October 15, 1000 a.m. rain or shine on
Highway 893 one mile south of Old Taylor Store and
two miles west of South Pleasant Grove Church qt'
Dish. Orr farm. •
- Mr. Elisha Orr has sold home where he was
born and is offering an unusual list of desirable
useable and collectors items, nice bedroom,
living and dining room furniture, .couch makes a
bed, other-dinettes sets, washstand, 2 doors and
drawers, straight and rocking chairs, unusual
antique hand made combination table and chair,
Frigidaire Aoveandarefrigerator, nei,F. Kenmore
dish washer, Maytag washer, pie safe, Betty
Washington wood-cook stove with warming
closet in perfect cooking shape, iron beds, oil
heater, oil and metal aladdin lamps, picture •
frames, portion of spinning wheel, old license
plates and car horn, dinner bell and parts, wall
phone, 400 pound beam scales, painted bee hives
and supers.
Shop and Outbuildings
• Manure loader and manureolator, 125 pound
anvil, skill saw, drill, motors, cross-cut saws, 3
inch double action-iani, 20'ft. welding cable, 50
and 75 ft. electric cords, 1 inch dozer cable, other
cabres, chains, 35 gal. side truck tank, 3 to 5 in.
..tractor _a tigers- ',...haid_crank HOoking Valley cern
sheller, feed box, nails, bolts, wrenches, wash
kettles, tubs, cooker, broiler, coal grates. single
and double trees, tobacco knives and pegs, old
saddle, gear, collar, steel barreLs, hillers..hand
tool's, green and other fruit cans. churn. s,crocks,
glass and china ware, razors, bucket and pull'.
possibly the horse drawn tools, nice ham or two
and shoulder and many things in other buildings












Now is the time to purchase
this is a one time special
TV Service
Center
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CHECK 01'T THE PORK
SPECIALS THIS WEEK .4T





'GOOD QUALITY. GOOD FLAVOR.
IRREGULAR SLICES. SAVE.






FROM 0tH STE ME




Product Will Be Available




Jim Adams IGA For
Full Variety...
DECORATED CAKES FOR ALL YOUR OCCA•














HOW TO PLAY AND WIN BANK RD
11604 an. vow lama. a noon...
bankroll Ono,
s hat ple.e1 Card roe awn
women al Ono Orono
C Lootoono Out Imola novel kora • n -
1••••ftlaod anew own amok
Inn. Nand, mow n and own,
llOarooload mambo al yew Irma, vs van
urn Fondled 01•1 +molt nor ono n.
Ildo‘rolO
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$ 1 0 9 
RIB
TENNESSEE STEAK U.S. CHOICE  Lb $1"
SAUSAGE PRIDE Lb. PORK
CUTLETS TENDERIZED  Lb. 98t0 CANNED
HAMS 
$4" 
Vii COUNTRY $ 1 78






TV SPECIAL — SAVE
DEL MONTE SALE!
FRUIT
COCKTAIL 16 oz. CAN
SWEET PEAS  16 Ox. CAN
CATSUP 14 oz* BOTTLE
GREEN-FRENCH
BEANS 16 tri. CAN
CORN  Wbote Kernel OT Cream Style
MANDARIN



















or PINEAPPLE DEL MONTE
ORANGE DRINK 46 oz. CAN 
cDTOMATO
SOUP oz. CANS












  King Size
FROZEN
TATER TOTS 2 Lb.
FABRIC




















Come see for yourself.
Big John has the lowest shelf
prices around.
Don't be mislead by a few weekly
SPECIALS. Check your
Big John's low low prices on national advertised items.
7 12 P.M. 7 Days A Week
No Forced Purchase To
Buy A Special At Your Big Johns.
Every package of meat purchased at your Big John's carries a






If you are not shopping at your Big John
food store you are probably paying too much for
your groceries.
Remember
It's The Total That Counts
Nu-Coney
12 Oz. Cello Pack (10 Wieners In Package)
With Coupon
5‘11:= CLIPS SAVE












Heinz - 14 oz. Bottle
CATSUP  
Kraft Cream - 3 07 pkg.
CHEESE 
Big Jogn 1% Gal.
MILK 






AY MORE THAN BIG 4911N.:SEILS 'FOR.
BIC 1011/.45 PRICE
 6i oz
  10 ', or








sic Kiwis pitici Why Pay
More Than






























Chef - 40 // r ( an








Can sec tOlivt PRICE
RAVIOLI $119
Why Pay Hungry Jack Pancake
MIX
SIC IOHNS PRICE



























ITEMS SIZE IBC IOHNS PIKE
Big-G - 15 oz. Box 11 610/Bl45
CHEERIOS  854
Glad Sandwich BIG IOEIBIS PRICE
BAGS BO ct. 464
Charmin -4 roll SIC POWS PRICE
TISSUE  594
32-oz Janitor In B/C 1011PrS PRICE
DRUM  89'
Kleenex Dinner - 50d .111[401.1P7S PRICE
NAPKINS  594
Libby - 46-or Can BIC IOW" isect
TOMATO . 59°
ITS THE TOTAL THAT COUNTS
And Your Total Will Be Less At Big John's Because Big Johns Has The Lowest Shelf Prices Around.
WHY
PAY ITEMS SIZE
Why Pay Hawaiian Red - 460/ Can
More Th.iity.„,
Big 
hIlin's PUNCH Sells For -
Why Pay ilt.Frencti 8 or.
More Than



























PEAS.'  303 can




























SIC ;00./YeS PRICE Why Pay
More Than
16 a*. John's--,Selis For
More r Than
--,

































When You Get The Best Meats That Money Can Buy At Money-Saving Prices, It Just Doesn't Make











tb. -w-9 HAM SLICES -
Reelfoot
lb 69' LUNCHEON MEATS
CED BACON
111111ftsms„




zzz Equals Chicken and Halt.Mixed
;"--- FRYER PARTS lb. 394






















• ONIONS .3 lb. bag 484
Crisp Red




GREEN PEPPERS  51„, 'V°
Z 10 Assorted
1- FALL BULBS   carton 894




















• Fresh Pigs Feet or
pkg. 99 NECK BONES 
Fresh Chicken






FRYER DRUMSTICKS lb. 794
39'
  lb 494




lb bag 89( ACORN SQUASH .. lb. 1W
1
Prices Good Wed. Oct 13 Thru Tues. Oct. 19
4 New Crop
lb.
1/1111111111111Iti I 1 11
























TYLENOL 98Rag. $2.09 IF




























At Big John's We Mix and Bake it
RIGHT BEFORia YOUR
Ea.
From Our Own Ovens
CINNAMON ROLLS 6 for 69'
Fresh Baked
DINNER ROLLS  6 for 39'
Watergate or Fruit Delight
SALAD lb vl"
FREE $cog
84 Johns Sow Cash Pot It Now less Than






























BOLOGNA '2 lb. 59'4.
Cooked All lean
CORNED BEEF  lb. 98'
Fresh Made




* Sandra A. Keller
1207 Melrose
•
• /rao....m... a.* ̀.* • arsaamo;.4.... m ra*PY
